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Defining Application Processing Options


Prerequisites for Defining Application Processing Options


The College Board's INAS User Manual,  which is delivered with this application, describes most of the
functionality discussed here.


The Financial Aid system provides predefined tables in compliance with federal regulations and enables
you to use the INAS process and CSS PROFILE. Before you define application processing options,
review these tables for warnings about the consequences of making changes.


Also, ensure that the financial aid applications used by your institution are available, and make sure that
you understand the different admit levels that influence how external data loads are processed. To help
you most effectively use the Financial Aid application processing, refer to these websites:


• U.S. Department of Education, Federal Student Aid: http://www.ifap.ed.gov


• National Association of Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA): http:\\www.nasfaa.org


• The College Board: http:\\www.collegeboard.com


Working with Applications


To set up applications, use the Application Source Rank component (FA_APP_SOURCE_RANK), the
Assign Status to Admit Levels component (ADMIT_LVL_TBL), and the Define Careers for Prospects
component (PROSPECT_SOURCE).


This section provides an overview of application processing options and discusses how to:


• Define application source rank.


• Review admit level associations.


• Set up Academic Career assignments from the Financial Aid application


Understanding Application Processing Options
Managing financial aid application data requires coordinating many data files—both incoming and
outgoing—with the Department of Education's Central Processing System (CPS) through the Student Aid
Internet Gateway (SAIG). Campus Solutionssupports the CSS PROFILE application and provides you
with the tools to construct your own institutional application.


This section discusses how to control the import and export of financial aid data through the Campus
Solutions system. It discusses setting up global options and defines how your institution handles both
federal and institutional need analysis methodologies.
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Controlling the flow of incoming need analysis data is essential because more students apply to an
institution than are admitted. Admit levels are associated with an academic program status in PeopleSoft
Student Records. These levels enable you to filter requests for ISIRs or PROFILE applications based on a
student's admission level, such as accepted or continuing, admitted, applied, or inactive.


You define your ISIR and PROFILE data load parameters on the Load parameter page. For example,
you can elect to have a student's biographical and demographic data updated in PeopleSoft Campus
Community and request records of students that you want to process. You can process only those students
with a status level of accepted or continuing. At the same time, you can elect to suspend student records
not already loaded into the system, suspend incoming records if the institutional review status and federal
verification is completed, or load records of ISIRs that were rejected.


For students with multiple addresses, to ensure that you send financial aid information to the correct
address throughout the year, select the order in which the system checks for an address to use. For
example, you can have the system locate a mailing address and if it is not available, the system searches
for a second address. The Campus Solutions system shares address options, so you must coordinate
address option changes with other departments that use the system.


You can define the parameters for global, federal, and institutional methodologies by using the College
Board's INAS. FM is a need analysis formula used to determine the EFC toward a student's education.
FM takes into account family size, the number of family members in college, taxable and nontaxable
income, and assets. IM is a need analysis formula used to determine financial need for allocation of the
school's own financial aid funds. Financial Aid calculates need analysis based on the options that you
select.


Pages Used to Work with Applications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Source Ranking FA_APP_SOURCE_RANK Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid, 
Budgets,  Application Source
Rank,  Application Source
Ranking


Define which application
the Budget Assignment
background process should
use for Budget Formula and
Budget Tree criteria.


Admit Level Associations ADMIT_LVL_TBL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  Assign Status
to Admit Levels,  Admit
Level Associations


Review the admit
designations set up by your
institution.


Prospect Source X-Ref
Setup (prospect source cross-
reference setup)


PROSPECT_XREF_TBL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  Define Careers
for Prospects,  Prospect
Source X-Ref Setup


Set up prospect cross-
references by associating
careers from external sources
with an academic career
at your institution. The
ISIR load process uses this
information to assign a default
academic career for financial
aid applicants who are not yet
admitted.
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Defining Application Source Rank
Access the Application Source Ranking page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  Budgets, 
Application Source Rank,  Application Source Ranking).


Image: Application Source Ranking page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Application Source Ranking page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the academic institution, aid year, and source rank type.


Application Source Ranking Information
Status Select Active or Inactive.


Award Period Select Academic or Non Std (nonstandard), to associate the
award period with the application source rank.


Description Enter the description of the application source rank.


Comments Enter any additional information regarding the application
source rank.


Source of Information Select the source of information. Values are:


FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid).


Inst App (institutional application).


Application Source If the source of information is Inst App (institutional
application), select from these values: FT CSL (Full-time
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Canada Student Loan), Inst App (institutional application),
 PROFILE, and PT CSL (Part-time Canada Student Loan).


Source Ranking Rank your preference for source data. The system selects the
lowest number first, and if that application does not exist for the
student, the system searches for the next ranked item.


Note: For the Canadian Need Analysis system, run full-time CSL applications first, followed by part-time
CSL applications.


Reviewing Admit Level Associations
Access the Admit Level Associations page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  Assign Status to Admit Levels,  Admit Level Associations).


Image: Admit Level Associations page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Admit Level Associations page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


External data loads, such as the FAFSA and the CSS PROFILE application can consider a student's
admission status and academic progress. According to your business rules, you decide how to handle
different academic program statuses during the external data load and which level of student to add to the
database.


The Admit Level Associations page displays the association between each academic program status and
an admit level.
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Note: The system delivers admit level values as translate values. Any modification to these values
requires substantial programming and modification effort. However, the descriptions can be changed to fit
your institution's terminology, as used by your institution.


The system displays all available academic program status options.


Associated Admit Level Associate an admit level with each academic program status.
 The associated admit level that you select affects the selections
that you make when setting up your ISIR data load parameters.
 The associated admit levels are associated with the student
academic program status in PeopleSoft Student Records. Values
are:


5 - Accepted/Continuing


4 - Admitted


3 - Applied/Pending


2 - Inactive


1 - Has Not Applied


Setting Up Academic Career Assignments from the Financial Aid
Application


Access the Prospect Source X-Ref Setup page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  Define Careers for Prospects,  Prospect Source X-Ref Setup).


Image: Prospect Source X-Ref Setup page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Prospect Source X-Ref Setup page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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The system displays the academic institution and the prospect data source for ISIR processing. ISIRnn
indicates the aid year. For example, ISIR08 is for the 2007–2008 ISIRs. Refer to the annual regulatory
release documentation for information on the Prospect Data Source for future financial aid years.


Career from External Source
Click the Add button to insert additional rows for external careers to associate with an academic career.


Ext Car (external career) Select the corresponding external career sections for the
CSS PROFILE application. The external career relates to the
expected degree or certificate question on the FAFSA.


Description Enter a description from the ISIR for the external career.


Academic Career Select the academic career that you want to associate with the
various external career codes that come in on students' ISIR
records.


You can also assign a default academic career to ISIR records
that are loaded where the expected degree question on the
FAFSA is blank. Insert a new row under the Career from
External Source group box and enter DFLT (default) in the Ext
Car column. Enter the default academic career that you want to
assign to the ISIR record.


Program from External Source
This section is no longer used by any process.


Setting Up Financial Aid Processing


To set up financial aid processing, use the ISIR Data Load Parameters component
(ISIR_INST_CONTROL), the Maintain ISIR Comment Codes component (ISIR_MESSAGES), the
Maintain EDI Transactions component (FA_ECTRANS), and the Define Commit Levels component
(PROCESS_COMMIT_TBL).


This section provides an overview of financial aid processing setup and discusses how to:


• Define ISIR data load options 1.


• Define ISIR data load options 2.


• Define ISIR data load options 3.


• Define ISIR institutional search match.


• Set severity levels for ISIR reject reasons.


• Set severity levels for ISIR comment codes.


• Set up Financial Aid EDI transactions.
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• Set up commit levels for COBOL processes.


Understanding Financial Aid Processing Setup
This section describes the setup for inbound and outbound ISIR file processing.


Inbound processes are used to load ISIRs and to evaluate and load error files. Not every inbound process
requires a separate setup. In this section, you set up the data load parameters for loading ISIRs from the
EDI staging tables into the system database.


You can control the file information that appears on the ISIR EC Queue Review and Loan EC Queue
Review pages. This information is populated by the system and does not require any additional setup
unless you want to change the file information that appears on the EC Queue pages.


Processing ISIRs Out of Sequence
The load process ensures that the system processes ISIR files in the order that they are loaded into the
ISIR staging tables. This is achieved by using the EC Queue instance number assigned to each ISIR file
as the FA EC File Inbound processes it. As long as a school loads its ISIR files based on the creation date
by the CPS, the load process addresses them in order. If schools use the Process ISIR run control page to
restrict the types of files to be processed, the system processes those files in load order.


If the system cannot load ISIR files into the staging tables in the proper sequence, ISIR records with a
lower ISIR transaction number than the current loaded ISIR can load. However, the FM EFC and federal
database match information from the older ISIR does not update the current information. You can view
that information on the Packaging Status Summary panel group.


Using the EFC Override Option
You can override the Expected Family Contribution (EFC) for a student. Because schools may not want
to enforce an EFC override at the point a new ISIR is loaded, the ISIR Data Load Parms option of EFC
Override Encountered controls how these records would be processed. The system enforces this option
only when the Call INAS option is not used. Based on the setting of this option, the following occurs
during the ISIR Load process:


Ignore EFC Override Values The system processes the ISIR as if a prior EFC override never
existed. The prorated EFC values that are calculated during the
ISIR load function normally. An EFC Status Message of EFC
Override Ignored posts on the ISIR Inbound Summary nn/nn
component.


Suspend Incoming Record The system automatically suspends the ISIR record for manual
review by the staff. A new suspend reason of EFC Override
Found posts.


Use EFCs Values The system loads the ISIR, but uses established EFC override
values instead of recalculating them from the ISIR information.
 The system posts an EFC Status Message of EFC Override
Used on the ISIR Inbound Summary nn/nn component.
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Updating NSLDS History from the ISIR
When an ISIR is loaded, the NSLDS data on the ISIR updates the NSLDS tables if the Transaction
Process Date on the ISIR is greater than the current effective dated row on the NSLDS tables. If the
Transaction Process Date on the ISIR is equal to the current effective dated row on the NSLDS tables,
the process compares the NSLDS Transaction Numbers. NSLDS data on ISIRs that are suspended can be
allowed to load by using the Load NSLDS Data option on the ISIR Load Options 1 page.


See Defining ISIR Data Load Options 1.


NSLDS sends system generated ISIRs to schools whenever a change occurs to the student's eligibility
status within the National Student Loan Database System. It's important to load this information in a
timely manner in order to have the most recent eligibility information on file. NSLDS data that is loaded
can also be 'pushed' to the aggregate tables to allow the packaging routine access to the NSLDS data when
evaluating aid eligibility. Use the NSLDS Data Push routine to push data into the aggregate tables.


See Using the NSLDS Data Push Process.


Determining the ISIR Type During the ISIR Load
The ISIR load process determines the type of ISIR record—applications, corrections, or system generated
—by reviewing each individual ISIR. The system accomplishes this by reviewing the Transaction Data
Source/Type field on the ISIR.


Note: For a complete description of the Transaction Data Source/Type field values, review the U.S.
Department of Education's Technical Manual for Electronic Data Exchange (EDE).


The following table indicates the Transaction Data Source/Type values that are selected for processing
based on the ISIR Type selected on the ISIR Load Run Control page.


ISIR Load Run Option Transaction Data Source/Type


Applications 1A, 2A, 2B, 2E, 2F, 2G, 2H, 2R, 2T, 3A, 3E, 3G, 3R, 4A, 4B,
 4J, 4K, 4R, 4U, 4V, 5S, 6A, 6B, 6E, 6F, 7G, 7H, 7R, 7T


System Generated 5D, 5L, 5M, 5N, 5P, 5W, 5X, 5Y


Corrections 1C, 2C, 3C, 4C, 6C


Pages Used to Set Up Financial Aid Processing
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


ISIR Load Options 1 ISIR_INST_CONTROL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data
Load Parameters,  ISIR Load
Options 1


Define how ISIR data from
the CPS is loaded into the
system.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


ISIR Load Options 2 ISIR_INST_CONTROL2 Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data
Load Parameters,  ISIR Load
Options 2


Define how ISIR data from
the CPS is loaded into the
system.


ISIR Load Options 3 ISIR_INST_CONTROL3 Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data
Load Parameters,  ISIR Load
Options 3


Define how corrected ISIR
data from the CPS is loaded
into the system.


ISIR Inst SearchMatch ISIR_INST_SRCHMCH Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data
Load Parameters,  ISIR Inst
Search Match,  ISIR Inst
SearchMatch


Define how ISIR records are
processed when identified by
the Search Match process.
 You can avoid duplicate
records and determine
whether the ISIR records are
loaded into the database as
new records, are appended
to existing records in the
database, or are ignored.


ISIR Reject Reasons ISIR_REJECT_TBL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid, 
Application Processing, 
Maintain ISIR Comment
Codes,  ISIR Reject Reasons


Review delivered ISIR reject
reasons and set severity
levels.


ISIR Comments ISIR_COMMT_TBL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid, 
Application Processing, 
Maintain ISIR Comment
Codes,  ISIR Comments


Review delivered ISIR
comment codes and set
severity levels. DB Match
Use setting can be adjusted
to control treatment by the
Packaging process. This page
links the comment codes with
the long description or text
defined by the Department of
Education.


Financial Aid EDI
Transactions


FA_ECTRANS Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  Maintain EDI
Transactions,  Financial Aid
EDI Transactions


Set up financial aid EDI
transactions. Control the
EDI transactions that can
be viewed in the ISIR File
Review and Loan EC Queue
Review pages.


Setup Commit Levels PROCESS_COMMIT Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid, 
Define Commit Levels,  Setup
Commit Levels


Set up commit levels for
COBOL processes. Control
the commit levels for the ISIR
Suspense Load (FAPSAR00)
and ISIR Correction Build
(FAPCOR00) COBOL
processes.
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Defining ISIR Data Load Options 1
Access the ISIR Load Options 1 page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data Load Parameters,  ISIR Load Options 1).


Image: ISIR Load Options 1 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR Load Options 1 page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


These load parameters are for processing all initial ISIR records and system-generated ISIRs.


The system displays the aid year, school code, effective date, and status.


ISIR Load Options
Use Current Date as Effdt (use
current date as effective date)


Select to use the current date as the effective date of the ISIR
information loaded into the ISIR Data Corrections component.
 If you do not select the check box, the system uses an effective
date based on the CPS transaction processed date.


Call INAS (call Institutional Need
Analysis System)


Select to enable any ISIR that is loaded to immediately run
the INAS program using the current INAS options. If you do
not select this check box, the ISIR is queued for Batch Need
Analysis processing.


Load NSLDS Data (load National
Student Loan Data System data)


Select this check box to direct the system to load new NSLDS
data into the NSLDS tables when an ISIR is suspended or
discarded—that is, skipped—and not loaded into the system.
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NSLDS data is loaded for suspended ISIRs under these
conditions:


• Search Match must not be called by the ISIR load process;
this occurs automatically if an ISIR has been previously
loaded for the student (for any aid year).


• A current year ISIR must be previously loaded for the
student.


• The Transaction Process Date on the ISIR must be greater
than the current effective dated row on the NSLDS tables. If
these dates are the same, the process compares the NSLDS
Transaction Numbers.


• The NSLDS match flag cannot be 7 (match but no data
provided) or 8 (record not sent to NSLDS).


Require FA Term Select to require that at least one active FA Term record for
the corresponding Aid Year exists in order for the record to be
considered for addition to the ISIR Application tables.


Note: The option to use the CPS transaction processed date as the effective date for the loaded data is
available only for initial ISIR records loaded for the aid year. When all corrected ISIRs are loaded, the
system uses the current date as the effective date.


Update Address Options
Discard Incoming Address Select to prevent a student's address information from being


updated in personal data when an ISIR is loaded.


Add if blank - Do not update Select if, when the ISIR is loaded, the student has no active
address in personal data that matches the address usage criteria.


Always Update Select to always update the appropriate address when the ISIR is
loaded.


Override Address Type Select to force the ISIR address to be loaded into a specific
address type rather than use the ISIR address usage parameters
set in the Process Demo Setup page.


Update Name Options
Update Select if, when the ISIR is loaded, the student has no active


name in personal data that matches name usage criteria, to
update the data with the ISIR name.


Update Bio/Demo Options
Update Select to update these bio/demo fields when the ISIR is loaded:


• Date of Birth
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• Marital Status (and As of date)


• Gender


• Citizenship Status


• Visa Number


Update Email Options
Discard Select to prevent a student's email information from being


updated in personal data when the system loads an ISIR.


Add if blank Select if the student does not have an active email address in
personal data that matches the defined usage criteria when the
system loads an ISIR. The system creates an email address using
the highest ranked email type defined in the usage criteria. If an
existing matching address type exists, an update does not occur.


Always Update Select to always update the appropriate email address when the
system loads an ISIR. The system updates the highest ranked
address and phone type defined in the usage criteria.


Update Phone Options
Discard Select to prevent a student's phone information from being


updated in personal data when the system loads an ISIR.


Add if blank Select if the student does not have an active phone number in
personal data that matches the defined usage criteria when the
system loads an ISIR. The system creates a phone number using
the highest ranked phone type defined in the usage criteria. If an
existing matching phone type exists, an update does not occur.


Always Update Select to always update the appropriate phone number when the
system loads an ISIR. The system updates the highest ranked
phone type defined in the usage criteria.


Update Drivers License Options
Discard Select to prevent a student's driver's license information from


being updated in personal data when the ISIR is loaded.


Add if blank Select to enable the following to occur:


• If driver's license information exists for the student in the
Campus Community records, the system does not load the
ISIR information.


• If no driver's license information exists in the Campus
Community records, the system loads the ISIR information.
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Always Update Select to always update the driver's license fields when the ISIR
is loaded. The system checks for an exact match of the driver's
license number and driver's license state.


If the system cannot locate an exact match, it deletes any entries
for the student in the driver's license table where either the state
or the license number match, and then inserts a new row with
the driver's license number and state from the ISIR.


Defining ISIR Data Load Options 2
Access the ISIR Load Options 2 page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data Load Parameters,  ISIR Load Options 2).


Image: ISIR Load Options 2 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR Load Options 2 page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year, school code, effective date, and status.


These load parameters are for processing all initial ISIR records and system-generated ISIR's.


During the ISIR Load process, the program processes these Data Load Parameters in the following order:


1. Inst. Review Status Completed


2. Ed Verification Completed
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3. ISIR Rejects


4. Add Admit Level/ Suspend Admit Level


5. EFC Override Encountered


The incoming ISIR record must meet the criteria defined at each processing step in order to be eligible to
load.


ISIR Routing Controls
Student Status Add Level Select the minimum admit level that a student must have for the


system to load the ISIR to the application tables. Values are:


0 - Load Everyone


1 - Recruits or higher


2 - Inactive Admits or higher


3 - Applicants or higher


4 - Active Admits or higher


5 - Accepted/Continuing only


Student Status Suspend Level Select the minimum admit level that a student must have for the
system to suspend the ISIR. Values include:


0 - Anyone not loaded


1- Recruit or higher


2 - Inactive Admits or higher


3 - Applicants or higher


4 - Active Admits or higher


5 - Accepted/Continuing only


Inst. Review Status Completed
(institutional review status completed)


Select instructions for handling the ISIR if the institutional
review status is complete. This status is maintained on the
Packaging Status Summary page. Values are: Discard Incoming
Record, Load Record, and Suspend Incoming Record.


Ed Verification Completed
(educational verification completed)


Select the instructions for handling the ISIR if the educational
verification is complete. This status is maintained on the
Packaging Status Summary page. Values are: Discard Incoming
Record, Load Record, and Suspend Incoming Record.


ISIR Rejects Select the instructions for handling rejected ISIRs. Values are:
Discard Incoming Record, Load Record, and Suspend Incoming
Record.
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System Generated Load Option
System Generated ISIR Action Select the way in which system-generated ISIRs should be


processed.


All system-generated ISIRs follow the same ISIR load options
and routing control rules as regular, noncorrection ISIRs. Select
from these values:


• Discard Incoming Record: Does not load the record; sets
ISIR load status to Skip.


• Force Load Record Choosing this option bypasses the
following Data Load Parameters when trying to load the
ISIR record:


• Inst. Review Status Completed


• Ed Verification Completed


• ISIR Rejects


All other Data Load Parameters are still checked.


• Load Record: Processes the record and loads it if the load
parameters are met.


• Suspend Incoming Record: Suspends ISIRs that are pending
review and sets the ISIR load status to Suspended.


Note: Because these ISIRs can be generated for various reasons, you might suspend all records of this
type and first review them in the Suspense Management page before loading them. The load process
attempts to determine and assign the ID before the record is suspended.


EFC Override Option
EFC Override Encountered Select one of the following: Ignore EFC Override Values,


 Suspend Incoming Record, or Use EFCs Values.
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Defining ISIR Data Load Options 3
Access the ISIR Load Options 3 page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data Load Parameters,  ISIR Load Options 3).


Image: ISIR Load Options 3 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR Load Options 3 page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use these load parameters for processing all corrected ISIRs. To identify ISIRs corrected by the recipient
school, the ISIR ETI field value is checked and only those records with a value of 0, 2, 4, or 6 are
selected. This indicates that the recipient school initiated the correction record, and you can process
the ISIR normally. You can suspend any other ISIR ETI value, except blank, as a non-school initiated
correction using the Suspend Other School Initiated and Suspend Student Initiated ISIR load options.


Note: The process of loading corrected ISIRs is not the same as for initial ISIRs. Refer to Processing
INAS for details.


See Processing Inbound Files.


The system displays the aid year, school code, effective date, and status.


ISIR Corrections Load Options
Suspend on EFC Mismatch (suspend
on expected family contribution
mismatch)


Select to suspend the corrected ISIR if the primary EFC on the
ISIR does not match the last calculated primary EFC for the
student stored in PS_ISIR_COMPUTED.PRIMARY_EFC.
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Suspend Other School Initiated Select to suspend ISIRs that are initiated by another school or
the CPS.


Suspend Student Initiated Select to suspend ISIRs that are initiated by the student.


Note: A school-initiated correction is processed with the Suspend on EFC Mismatch load option set. If
no previously loaded ISIR exists, the process treats the condition as an application ISIR and follows the
application ISIR load parameter settings. This allows initially rejected ISIRs corrected by the school to
load as initial application ISIRs.


Because a student has likely already been processed for financial aid when you receive the corrected ISIR,
the system provides INAS options.


INAS Call Options
Always Call INAS (always call
Institutional Need Analysis System)


Select to run the INAS calculation as the ISIR is loaded into the
application tables. This is similar to the Call INAS check box on
the ISIR Load Options 1 page.


Store INAS Calc Request (store
Institutional Need Analysis System
calculation request)


Select to store the ID and aid year of the record for later batch
INAS processing.


Call INAS if EFC Change (call
Institutional Need Analysis System if
expected family contribution change)


Select to run an INAS calculation only if the primary EFC on
the ISIR does not match the last calculated primary EFC.


Never Call INAS (never call
Institutional Need Analysis System)


Select to disable the system from calling INAS when the ISIR
is loaded. This feature does not support future batch INAS
calculation.
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Defining ISIR Institutional Search Match
Access the ISIR Inst SearchMatch page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  ISIR Data Load Parameters,  ISIR Inst SearchMatch).


Image: ISIR Inst SearchMatch page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR Inst SearchMatch page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


You determine how restrictive to make the Matching process. The system searches on the match that you
select by reviewing personal data until it finds a match. When the search and match process runs, the
program starts with the first order number and moves through the order numbers until it finds a match. If
the system finds no matches at any level, then the option that you selected in the No Match Found group
box takes effect. To load all students into the system regardless of match, override the No Match Found
level.


Note: The search match options apply only to ISIRs where no prior year ISIR was loaded into the
database.


The system displays the aid year and school code.


Search Parameter A search parameter is a set of one or more search rules that you
order sequentially with the lowest (or first) search order level as
the most restrictive, and the highest (or last) search order level
as the least restrictive. A search parameter must be created even
if it contains only one search rule.
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No Match Found
New Select an option to indicate the action the system takes when the


Search Match process does not find a matching record. Values
are:


Add: The system adds the record to your database and generates
a new ID for the ISIR.


Suspend: The record is put in suspense.


Ignore: The system sets the load status to Skipped; the ISIR is
not loaded and is ignored by the load process.


The Match(es) Found group box has one row for each search match criteria order defined by your
institution. Use the scroll bar to scroll through the levels of search criteria.


Match(es) Found
Order Nbr  (order number) Displays a separate listing for each order number level of search


criteria. The number of search match levels depends on the
Search Parameter you selected to use for the ISIR load process.


One Match For each order number, select an option to determine how the
system processes the record. Values are:


Update: The system updates the existing record with the
matching record.


Suspend: The system assigns a suspended load status to the
matching record.


Ignore: The system sets the load status to Skipped.


Multiple Matches For each order number, select an option to determine what to do
with the record. Values are:


Suspend: The system assigns a suspended load status to the
matching record.


Ignore: The system sets the load status to Skipped; the ISIR is
not loaded and is ignored by the load process.


****Parameters Refreshed**** The system displays this message in red text when the ISIR
Institutional Search Match parameters are not saved or the
global Search Match parameters are not changed since you last
updated this page. If you change parameters and do not save the
changes or if you make a change since the last changes were
made, the system displays this message.


You may want to create a Financial Aid-specific Search
Parameter that can perform the ISIR search match function
more efficiently than the provided PSCS_TRADTIONAL.
 For example, you may want to create a search parameter that
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contains a single search match order that does a last name,
 Social Security number, and student birthdate match.


Related Links
"Setting Up Search/Match" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


Setting Severity Levels for ISIR Reject Reasons
Access the ISIR Reject Reasons page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  Application
Processing,  Maintain ISIR Comment Codes,  ISIR Reject Reasons).


Image: ISIR Reject Reasons page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR Reject Reasons page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


The ISIR Message Tables component enables you to review delivered ISIR messages and assign a level of
severity to each reject reason and comment code, to indicate the action required by financial aid staff.


Warning! ISIR reject reasons and ISIR comment codes are defined by the Department of Education and
are delivered to your institution with each academic year release update. You can update the message
tables if the CPS modifies the values after their initial release.


The system displays the aid year and institution. PSUNV is the default institution for the ISIR reject
reasons. You do not need to create records for your institution values.


ISIR Reject Reasons
Code Displays information assigned to the ISIR reject reason by the


Department of Education. These codes appear on a student's
SAR and ISIR.
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Description Displays the description, using the codes assigned to the ISIR
reject reason by the Department of Education by default. The
description and the accompanying code appear on a student's
SAR and ISIR.


Severity Level Indicates the level of importance of the reject reason and
whether action is required. You can design local ISIR workflow
processes using this field as criteria for ISIR review or
communication with the student. Select from these values:


1 - Action Req: Requires action.


0 - Ignore: Requires no action.


Setting Severity Levels for ISIR Comment Codes
Access the ISIR Comments page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  Application
Processing,  Maintain ISIR Comment Codes,  ISIR Comments).


Image: ISIR Comments page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR Comments page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year and institution. PSUNV is the default institution for the ISIR comment
codes. You do not need to create records for your institution values.


The Campus Solutions system compares ISIR comments on the student's record to the ISIR Comment
table to evaluate eligibility for federal aid. Each comment is associated with a severity level. The severity
level associated with the DB Match Use field triggers how the system handles the database match during
packaging. As an administrator, you can reset the predefined severity level value assigned to each ISIR
comment.


ISIR Comment Codes
Code Displays codes from a table delivered by the Department of


Education. These codes may appear in Part 1 of a student's SAR
or ISIR.
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Description Displays a description of the associated code from a table
delivered by the Department of Education. The description may
appear in Part 1 of a student's SAR or ISIR.


Severity Level Indicates the level of importance that you want to attach to the
comment code and whether action is required. You can design
local ISIR workflow processes using this field as criteria for
ISIR review or communication with the student. Select from
these values:


0 - Ignore: Requires no action.


1- Action Required: DB Match problem requires action.


2 - Action required. SAR C Flag on file.


Based on these severity levels, if a student has an ISIR comment
with a severity level 1 or 2 and the DB Match Use value is
not blank, the system does not award the student federal aid
until the errant condition, and therefore the corresponding ISIR
comment, are resolved.


DB Match Use The DB Match Use value corresponds to a U.S.E.D. database
match.


Note: INAS Calc Type selection is restricted to IM for the latest
available processing year until FM INAS is delivered.


Note: You can use the override option on the Database Matches
page to override this functionality. For example, if the student
has an ISIR comment with a severity level of 1 or 2, you can
invoke the corresponding database match override to make the
student eligible for federal aid.


See Reviewing the U.S.E.D. Database Match Process.
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Setting Up Financial Aid EDI Transactions
Access the Financial Aid EDI Transactions page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  Maintain EDI Transactions,  Financial Aid EDI Transactions).


Image: Financial Aid EDI Transactions page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Financial Aid EDI Transactions page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


EC Transaction ID (electronic
commerce transaction ID)


Displays the electronic commerce name specified for the EDI
file.


In/Out Displays whether the file is inbound (to be loaded into the
database) or outbound (generated by the system to be sent to an
external trading partner).


Description Displays the description of the EDI file.


FA Use (financial aid use) Displays the financial aid business process that the EDI file
supports. Values are: Blank, CommonLine, Direct Lending, ISIR,
 and Pell.


The system displays EDI transactions with FA Use value of ISIR in the ISIR EC Queue Review page and
displays EDI transactions with FA Use value of CommonLine and Direct Lending on the Loan EC Queue
Review page.


If you set the FA Use field to blank, the system does not display those EDI transactions review page. You
might do this with prior year EDI transactions that you no longer want to appear.
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Setting Up Commit Levels for COBOL Processes
Access the Setup Commit Levels page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  Define Commit
Levels,  Setup Commit Levels).


Image: Setup Commit Levels page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Setup Commit Levels page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Fin Aid Default Commit Level 
(financial aid default commit level)


Enter the default commit level, which indicates to the system
when to save records while processing for any process that does
not have a specific commit level assigned to it on this page. For
example, if you enter 50, the system saves the processing after
every 50 records that it processes. If you do not enter a value in
this field, the default commit level is 0, which directs the system
to save after each record is processed.


Process Name Enter or select the process name for which you want to set
commit levels. Insert additional rows for each process for which
you want to set a commit level.


Commit Level Enter a numeric value for the commit level for each process.
 The commit level instructs the system when to save records
while it is running a process. For example, if you enter 50,
 the system saves the processing after every 50 records that it
processes.


Note: The appropriate commit levels to use depend on your production environment, such as the type of
database, size of database, and hardware. Commit levels should be set by knowledgeable technical staff
only.


Reviewing Cross-References


To set up cross-references, use the ISIR/SAR Cross Reference component (ISIR_SAR_XREF) and the
Institutional Cross Reference component (INST_XREF).


This section discusses how to:


• Review ISIR SAR cross-references.


• Review institutional application cross-references.
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Pages Used to Review Cross-References
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


ISIR SAR Cross-reference ISIR_SAR_XREF Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid, 
Application Processing,  ISIR/
SAR Cross Reference,  ISIR
SAR Cross-reference


Review ISIR/SAR cross-
references. This page is
used by several background
processes and online pages
to link the ISIR/FAFSA field
number and ISIR record
field number to the table and
column name in the Campus
Solutions system. It cross-
references the field name
and description to the ISIR/
FAFSA record field number.


Institutional Cross Reference INST_XREF Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid, 
Application Processing, 
Institutional Cross Reference


Review institutional
application cross-references
and audit changes to the
institutional application pages.
Several background processes
and online pages use this
table to link the institutional
application field number and
record field number to the
table and column name in the
Campus Solutions database.
 It cross-references the field
name and description to the
institutional record field
number.
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Reviewing ISIR SAR Cross-References
Access the ISIR SAR Cross-reference page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  Application
Processing,  ISIR/SAR Cross Reference,  ISIR SAR Cross-reference).


Image: ISIR SAR Cross-reference page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the ISIR SAR Cross-reference page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Warning! The ISIR SAR Cross-reference page is delivered annually with preloaded values and should
not be changed or modified in any way.


The system displays the aid year, record (table) name, and record description.


Field Name Displays the names of the valid fields in the Financial Aid
system for the table.


SAR # Displays the CPS field reference number used for correcting
ISIRs and identifying highlighted fields on the ISIR/SAR for the
aid year.


Correctable to Blank If selected, indicates that the field can be reported as a blank
value in the ISIR correction record.


ISIR Field Type Displays the description for the ISIR field type:


Alpha: Alpha Numeric


MMDDYY: Date (MMDDYY)


MMYY: Date (MMYY)


Numeric


Signed Num: Signed Numeric
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Batch Year: Date (Batch Year)


Mixed Case


Reviewing Institutional Application Cross-References
Access the Institutional Cross Reference page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid, 
Application Processing,  Institutional Cross Reference).


Image: Institutional Cross Reference page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Institutional Cross Reference page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Warning! The Institutional Cross Reference page is delivered annually with preloaded values. These
values should not be changed in any way.


The system displays the aid year, academic institution, record (table) name, and record description.


Field Name Displays the names of fields in the Financial Aid system for the
table.


Description Displays the field contents.


INST Field Nbr  (institutional
application field number)


Displays the institutional application field number that
corresponds to the field in the Financial Aid system.


Aid Year Displays the aid year of the institutional application field
number.
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Setting Up PROFILE Data Load Parameters


To set up PROFILE data load parameters, use the PROFILE Load Parameters component
(INST_LOAD_CONTROL).


Page Used to Set Up PROFILE Data Load Parameters
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


PROFILE Data Load
Parameters


INST_LOAD_CNTRL Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  PROFILE
Load Parameters,  PROFILE
Data Load Parameters


Set up the PROFILE
application parameters for
your institution. PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions supports
the College Board CSS
PROFILE application.


Setting Up PROFILE Data Load Parameters


Bundle 46: Updated this setup to manage the introduction of additional non custodial parent information
collected by the College Board.
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Access the PROFILE Data Load Parameters page Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Financial Aid,  File
Management,  PROFILE Load Parameters).


Image: PROFILE Data Load Parameters page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the PROFILE Data Load Parameters page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: When this page opens an error message might display such as "Fields Parameter Code and Max
Search Match Level reset to blank. (14404,413) The Search Match Criteria has been modified more
recently than the effective date on this page. Please insert a new effective-dated row on this page or
update the current effective data to the present day. Then reenter the value for the field(s) mentioned
above." This error message displays when the Search Match parameter criteria was set up after the
effective date of this run control. By adding a new effective-dated row and resetting the fields mentioned
in the error message, the PROFILE load process uses valid search match criteria.


Bundle 46: Added new note.


Note: Some setup information applies to only custodial parent application data (HHA), only non custodial
parent application data (HHB), or both. Each section notes the applicability of the setup.
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Effective Date Select an effective date for this aid year.


Status Select a status for this aid year.


PROFILE Data Use


Note: These fields only apply to custodial parent application data (HHA).


Update Name Data Select to enable PROFILE name data to update Campus
Community data.


Update Bio/Demo Data (update
biographical and demographic data)


Select to enable PROFILE biographical and demographic data
to update Campus Community data. Updated fields include
Marital Status, Gender, DOB, Citizenship, and Visa


PROFILE Address Use


Note: These fields only apply to custodial parent application data (HHA).


Discard Incoming Address Select if you do not want to update Campus Community address
information.


Add if blank - Do not update Select to have the system add the address from the file with the
address type that appears in the Address Type field when there
is no Campus Community address information.


For example, if PERM appears in the Address Type field, the
system identifies and adds the address as a permanent address
type.


Always Update Select to always update Campus Community address
information. When selected, the designated address is updated
with the value specified in the Address Type field.


Address Type Select the Address Type to be used when either adding or
updating an address.


PROFILE Phone Use


Note: These fields only apply to custodial parent application data (HHA).


Discard Incoming Phone Select if you do not want to update Campus Community phone
number information.


Add if blank - Do not update Select to have the system add the phone number from the file
with the phone type that appears in the Phone Type field when
there is no Campus Community phone information.


For example, if Mobile appears in the Phone Type field, the
system identifies and adds the address as a mobile phone type.
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Always Update Select to always update Campus Community phone information.
 When selected, the designated phone number is updated with
the value specified in the Phone Type field.


Phone Type Select the Phone Type to be used when either adding or
updating a phone number.


PROFILE Add Person


Bundle 46: Added new control for creating or suspending new students using Non Custodial Parent
PROFILE (HHB) information.


Note: These fields only apply to non custodial parent application data (HHB).


Create New Student Select to create a new student based on data in the Non
Custodial Parent PROFILE (HHB) application under the
following conditions:


• The student doesn’t exist in the system.


• The Non Custodial Parent PROFILE (HHB) application
is received before the Custodial Parent PROFILE (HHA)
application.


• The student passes all requisite PROFILE Routing Controls.


Suspend New Student Select to suspend a new student based on data in the Non
Custodial Parent PROFILE (HHB) application under the
following conditions:


• The student doesn’t exist in the system.


• The Non Custodial Parent PROFILE (HHB) application
is received before the Custodial Parent PROFILE (HHA)
application.


• The student passes all requisite PROFILE Routing Controls.


PROFILE Routing Control


Bundle 46: Added new note.


Note: These fields apply to both custodial parent and non custodial parent application data (HHA and
HHB).


Student Status Add Level Select an add level to define the students for whom you want
to process PROFILE data. This is where you see the numeric
hierarchy affect admit levels. Values are:


0 - Load Everyone
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1 - Recruits or higher


2 - Inactive Admits or higher


3 - Applicants or higher


4 - Active Admits or higher


5 - Accepted/Continuing only


Student Status Suspend Level Select a level to define the PROFILE records to retain in the
PROFILE Suspense table. You can select these students again in
future data loads. Values are:


0 - Anyone not loaded


1- Recruits or higher


2 - Inactive Admits or higher


3 - Applicants or higher


4 - Active Admits or higher


5 - Accepted/Continuing only


Search Parameter A search parameter is a set of one or more search rules that you
order sequentially with the lowest (or first) search order level
as the most restrictive, and the highest (or last) search order
level as the least restrictive. A search parameter must be created
even if it contains only one search rule. The delivered Campus
Solutions search Parameter is called PSCS_TRADTIONAL.


Max Search Match Level Select a maximum search match level, which determines how
restrictive the Matching process should be. The values in this
field depend on the value selected in the Search Parameter field.
 The system searches on the match level that you select, plus
the more restrictive matches that come before it. For example, if
you select a match of 20 (SSN Only in PSCS_TRADTIONAL),
 the search process first uses the more restrictive match of
10—or any match number less than 20—that you set up in the
system.


Values are:


Name, Adddr, City, Bday, Gender, SSN


SSN Only


Name, Bday, Gender


Name, Gender


Name Only


Search/Match No Match Action Select the action to take when a record fails the Search/Match
criteria designated in the Search Parameter
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Values are:


Suspend — Move the record into the Suspense Management
table


Allow Add if Eligible — Consider the record for the Add Level
Rules and/or Suspense Level Rules.


Aid Proc Status Pkg Completed
(aid processing status is packaging
completed)


Select the action to take when the process encounters a record
for a student whose Aid Processing Status is Packaging
Completed.


Values are:


Suspend — Move the record into the Suspense Management
table. The Aid Processing Status remains Packaging Completed.


Load/Reset Status to Applied — Load the record and reset the
Aid Processing Status to Applied.


Require FA Term (require financial
aid term)


Select to require that at least one FA Term record for the
corresponding Aid Year must exist in order for the record to be
considered for addition to the Institutional Application tables.


Note: Other PROFILE Routing Controls must be met whether
Require FA Term is selected or not for a record to be considered
to be added to the Institutional Application tables.


EFC Source
Indicate the source to use by selecting Estimated FM Calc (estimated Federal methodology calculation)
IM w/Options (institutional methodology with options), or Larger of two.


Overrides/INAS Options
Use EFC Override Values (used
expected family contribution override
values)


Select to enable the Load Program and the Suspense/Move
Program to evaluate the activation of the Use EFC Override
Value check box on the INAS Institutional Extension pages and
load those values into the Contribution for Student row of the
Computation Data page. The override values are identified with
an O on the Computation Data page.


Store INAS Calc Request (store
institutional need analysis system
calculation request)


Select to insert the student into the INAS Calculation Request
(INAS_CALC_RECS) table during the PROFILE Load. The
batch INAS calculation process calculates an EFC for any
student found on the INAS Calculation Request (INAS_CALC_
RECS) table. Defaults to selected.


Call INAS During Load (call
institutional need analysis system
during load)


Select to perform INAS calculation, based on the INAS Global
Policy options for the corresponding Aid Year, during PROFILE
Data Load.
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Processing and Using Institutional
Financial Aid Applications


Maintaining Institutional Financial Aid Applications


Your institution can gather additional resource information about students and their families by using the
College Board PROFILE application which is electronically supported by the System or by entering your
institutional application on the pages in this component.


Note: The College Board PROFILE and institutional application data share the same pages. You might
unintentionally create multiple institutional aid records for a student from these three sources, which
could cause unintended INAS calculation results.


Note: Question marks or blanks on College Board PROFILE data files are converted or appear as zeros in
currency based numeric fields.


For further information about the fields in this component, please refer to The College Board's PROFILE
User's Guide, available to College Board PROFILE subscribers.


Bundle 46: Added Non Custodial Parent page. Currency Information, Explanation/Certification, and
Family Member Listing moved from Miscellaneous Data page to the Parent pages.


This section lists common elements and discusses how to:


• Review student information.


• Review custodial parent information.


• Review non custodial parent information.


• Review currency information, family information, and institutional questions.


• Review all computed data for student and parents.


Related Links
Loading and Managing PROFILE Records
Using INAS Batch Calculations


Common Elements Used in This Section
Need Summary Click to access the Need Summary page, where you can review


the student's federal and institutional need calculations.
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FM  (federal methodology) Click to access the INAS Fed Extension page, where you can
override INAS Local Policy Options for federal data.


IM  (institutional methodology) Click to access the Institutional Need Calculation Extension 1
page, where you can override INAS Local Policy Options for
institutional data.


INAS  (institutional need analysis
system)


Click to calculate an unofficial federal and institutional
Expected Family Contribution (EFC) by using the College
Board's Institutional Need Analysis System (INAS). A COBOL
program is used to perform the INAS calculation.


Bundle 46: Added “HouseHold Type” and “HHB Indicated” fields to the common page header for
PROFILE review.


The system displays the student's name, ID, HouseHold Type (HHA for Custodial Parent, HHB for Non
Custodial Parent, HHA/HHB for both Custodial and Non Custodial Parent), institution, dependency
status, application source, and aid year at the top of each review page. These two terms also appear at the
top of each review page:


HouseHold Type (household type) Displays the type of PROFILE application received:


• HHA/HHB – both custodial parent and non custodial parent
applications received.


• HHA – only custodial parent application received.


• HHB – only non custodial parent application received.


HHB Indicated (non custodial
parent PROFILE application received
indicator)


Displays whether or not a non custodial parent PROFILE
application is indicated or can exist for a custodial parent
household.


• Yes – non custodial parent PROFILE application is indicated
or can exist for a custodial parent household.


• No – non custodial parent PROFILE application not
indicated or cannot exist for a custodial parent household.


Related Links
Defining Federal and Institutional Methodologies
Overriding Expected Family Contribution (EFC)


Pages Used for Institutional Applications


Note: The navigation paths for the pages listed in the following page introduction table are for aid year
20nn-20nn. Oracle supports access for three active aid years with valid INAS calculations. Earlier aid
year institutional application data is available for display only at Financial Aid,  Financial Aid History, 
View Archived Application Data,  Institutional Application.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Data INST_STUDENT_nn Financial Aid,  Institutional
Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn, 
Student Data


View or enter student
information.


Custodial Parent Data INST_PARENT_nn Financial Aid,  Institutional
Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn, 
Custodial Parent Data


View or enter custodial parent
information.


Non Custodial Parent Data INST_NCPARENT_nn Financial Aid,  Institutional
Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn,  Non
Custodial Parent Data


View or enter non custodial
parent information.


Miscellaneous Data INST_MISC_nn Financial Aid,  Institutional
Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn, 
Miscellaneous Data


View or enter signature,
 family member, school
selection, and institutional
question (the College Board
PROFILE Section Q)
information. You can also
view FNAR messages on this
page.


Computation Summary INST_COMP_SUMM_nn Financial Aid,  Institutional
Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn, 
Computation Summary


View or enter computed
parent and student income,
 allowance, and asset
information using your
institutional and federal
methodology. The computed
values appear here.
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Reviewing Student Information
Access the Student Data page (Financial Aid,  Institutional Application Data,  Maintain Application
20nn-20nn,  Student Data).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 1 of 3). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 2 of 3). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 3 of 3). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Bio/Demo and Citizenship Data
The data for the fields in this group box are populated from Campus Community Bio/Demo data.


National ID Displays the student's National ID.


Note: If the PROFILE Application type = 4 (International
PROFILE) and the National ID is blank, the student is loaded
into PROFILE Staging with XXX-XX-XXXX. This permits
Search/Match to take place and potentially load the student into
the Institutional Application tables with the NID rendered as
XXX-XX-XXXX.


Reported Country Displays the student's reported country if not United States of
America.


Bio/Demo Citizenship Status Click this link to access the Campus Community Citizenship/
Passport page to confirm the citizenship status of the student's
Biographic/ Demographic data against the values in the
Reported Country and Reported Status fields.


CSS Data


Bundle 46: Added CB FinAid ID field; a new unique lifetime ID assigned to the student's record by the
PROFILE system.


CSS ID (college scholarhship service
ID)


Displays the student's unique identifying number assigned
by College Board to ensure both privacy and quick retrieval
of records. When you call the College Board inquiry number
with questions about specific records, it is helpful to know the
student's College Board ID number.
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CB FinAid ID (college board financial
aid ID)


Displays a unique lifetime ID assigned to the student's record by
the PROFILE system.


Application Type Displays:


• 1 if the application is a Domestic PROFILE.


• 2 if the application is a Canadian PROFILE.


• 3 if the application is an International PROFILE.


Student's Information
Financial Aid Status Enter the student's status as it relates to receiving financial aid.


Marital Status Code Select the marital status to be used for financial aid purposes.
 This marital status can differ from the Bio/Demo Data page
marital status.


Student's Income/Benefits/Resources – Base (Prior Prior Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.


Student's Income/Benefits/Resources – Base+2 (Anticipated Year)
Receive Tuition Benefits Indicate whether or not the student receives tuition benefits from


the parents' employers.


Agencies/Foundation Support Indicate whether the student expects to receive from agencies or
foundations to pay for educational expenses during any year of
attendance.


Government Support Indicate whether the student expects to receive from her
government to pay for educational expenses during any year of
attendance.


Student's Assets – Current
Price Enter purchase price of the student's home.


Student's Expenses – Base+1 (Recent Year)
Child Support Paid Enter the child support paid by the student.


Medical/Dental Enter the medical and/or dental out of pocket expenses paid by
the student.


Veterans Benefits Enter the monthly amount of VA Benefits received by the
student.
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Months Enter the number of months the veterans benefits were received
in the calendar year.


Reviewing Custodial Parent Information


Bundle 46: Moved Currency Information, Explanation/Certification, and Family Member Listing from
Miscellaneous Data page to the Parent pages.
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Access the Custodial Parent Data page (Financial Aid,  Institutional Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn,  Custodial Parent Data).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 1 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 1 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 2 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 2 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 3 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 3 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 4 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 4 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 5 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 5 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 6 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 6 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Parent's Household
Date of Remarriage Displays the date the parent remarried if the Marital Status Code


is Remarried.


Parent's Income and Benefits – Base (Prior Prior Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.
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Child Support Received Student Enter child support received by the parents for their dependent
children.


Parent's Income and Benefits – Base+1 (Recent Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.


Parent's Income and Benefits – Base+2 (Anticipated Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.


Non-Custodial Parent Contribution The amount the non-custodial parent has offered to pay for the
student's educational expenses.


Parent's Assets – Current
Owed to Parent by Others Enter the amount owed to parents by others


Annual Debt Income The annual income realized by the parents from debts owed to
them.


Value of Other Assets Enter the value of any assets not already reported.


Price Enter purchase price of the parents' home.


Real Estate Purchase Year Enter purchase year of any other real estate.


Price Enter purchase price of any other real estate.


Parents' Expenses – Base (Prior Prior Year)
Enter the parents' expenses from the Base Year for these fields.


Other Expenses Enter the cost of any parental expenses not reported anywhere
else on the PROFILE.


Parents' Expenses – Base+1 (Recent Year)
Enter the parents' expenses from the Recent Year for these fields.


Academic Year
Other Tuition Paid The amount of private elementary/secondary tuition expected to


be paid by the parents during the academic year.


Number of Tuition Paid The number of children for which private elementary/secondary
tuition is expected to be paid by the parents during the academic
year.
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Parents' Information
Parent Type 1 and Parent Type 2 Select the type of parent providing information on the PROFILE


and assigned to the traditional father (1) or mother (2) position.


Computed Age 1 and Computed Age
2


Indicates the calculated age for the parent.


Custodial Parent Identifies a dependent student's custodial parent when the
biological/adoptive parents are separated, divorced, or were
never married. Values include: Father and Mother.


Currency Information
Currency Code Enter the currency in which the original data was reported by


the student.


Currency Rate Enter the currency conversion rate used to process the student's
data.


Country Coefficient Enter the country coefficient used to process the student's data.


Converted Currency Code Enter the original currency converted into US dollars reported
by citizens living abroad and Canadians.


Converted Currency Rate Enter the rate the student used in converting their currency into
US dollars. Reported by citizens living abroad and Canadians.


Explanation / Certification
Special Circumstances Select this check box to indicate that the student/family has


notified the institution of Special Circumstances that may
affect the calculation of financial need. The College Board
PROFILE also uses the information listed in Section Q to
set this indicator flag to inform the institution that modified
institutional questions exist for the student.


Explanations Text Displays the actual explanations and special circumstances text
provided by the filer.


Reviewing Non Custodial Parent Information


Bundle 46: Added Non Custodial Parent page. See the “Reviewing Custodial Parent Information” section
of this topic for similar screen shots and field descriptions.


Access the Non Custodial Parent Data page (Financial Aid,  Institutional Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn,  Non Custodial Parent Data).


Please refer to the “Reviewing Custodial Parent Information” section of this topic for similar screen shots
and field descriptions. Notable exceptions are in this section.
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Parents' Expenses – Base (Prior Prior Year)
Enter the parents' expenses from the Base Year for these fields.


Child Support Paid Student Enter child support that the non custodial parent paid during the
tax year for support of the student.


Reviewing Processing Messages and Institutional Questions


Bundle 46: Moved Currency Information, Explanation/Certification, and Family Member Listing from
Miscellaneous Data page to the Parent pages.


Access the Miscellaneous Data page (Financial Aid,  Institutional Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn,  Miscellaneous Data).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Miscellaneous Data tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Miscellaneous
Data tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


FNAR Messages
The system displays the Financial Need Analysis Report (FNAR) message number, message text,
and message Values 1 through 5, if any. These College Board PROFILE messages inform you about
processing exceptions to data received and assumptions that should be taken into consideration when
reviewing the institutional application.


Assumption Messages
The system displays the CSS INAS IM Assumptions alphanumeric code, message text, and value, if any.
These are the INAS Assumptions triggered during the need analysis methodology and include the full text
of the e-FNAR assumption generated by the PROFILE system and any corresponding values.
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Institutional Questions
Number Number of an application question that the student/family


believes warrants further explanation. This number may also
refer to a series of additional questions that have been modified
for the institution by College Board PROFILE.


Answer Answer to the question shown in the Number field.
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Reviewing All Computed Data for Student and Parents
Access the Computation Summary page (Financial Aid,  Institutional Application Data,  Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn,  Computation Summary).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 1 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 1 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 2 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 2 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 3 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 3 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 4 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 4 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


This page is designed to display computed need analysis results based on both the parent's and student's
information. Therefore, the page displays a Parent Contribution Section and a Student Contribution
Section. The following sections describe what each column represents.


Note: Computation tables display no intermediate values until the INAS calculation is called using batch
or online calculation.


Note: To more closely align interim calculation results with the Estimated Federal Methodology (EFM)
computation worksheets from the College Board, the Computation Summary page displays an N/A
value for several fields. For parents of dependent students and independent students with dependents,
EFM calculations display N/A for From Income, From Assets, Total Contribution - Income and Total
Contribution - Assets fields.


Contribution Summary
The PARENT CONTRIBUTION section displays three columns: IM Base, IM w/Options, and EFM.


• The IM Base column displays standard base INAS calculations. Although the IM Base calculation is
not delivered as part of the PROFILE record, Oracle supports calculating the College Board's IM Base
calculation if INAS is invoked after the initial load of the PROFILE record.


• The IM w/Options column is the result of using the institutional options that you set up when you
defined your institutional methodology. IM w/Options is delivered as part of the PROFILE record.


• The EFM column displays the estimated federal methodology amount. Financial aid administrators
are reminded that the EFM is always estimated and never official.


The STUDENT CONTRIBUTION section displays three columns: IM Base,  IM w/ Options,  and EFM.


• The IM Base column displays standard base INAS calculations. Although the IM Base calculation is
not delivered as part of the PROFILE record, Oracle supports calculating the College Board's IM Base
calculation if INAS is invoked after the initial load of the PROFILE record.


• The IM w/Options column is the result of using the institutional options that you set up when you
defined your institutional methodology. IM w/Options is delivered as part of the PROFILE record.
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• The EFM column displays the estimated federal methodology amount. Financial aid administrators
are reminded that the EFM is always estimated and never official.


Total Income Indicates the custodial parent's total contribution for the student
from the base IM computation.


Custodial Parent Information
The system displays the calculations for Total Income, Total Contribution, Number in College
Adjustment, Contribution for Student, contribution From Income, and contribution From Assets for
Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution.


For the PARENT CONTRIBUTION IM Base:


Percent Income Indicates the custodial parent's percentage of total parents
income from the base IM computation.


Contribution From Income Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from income for the
student from the base IM computation.


Contribution From Assets Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from assets for the
student from the base IM computation.


For the PARENT CONTRIBUTION IM w/Options


Percent Income Indicates the custodial parent's percentage of total parental
income from the option IM computation.


Contribution From Income Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from income for the
student from the option IM computation.


Contribution From Assets Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from assets for the
student from the options IM computation.


Education Savings Calculations
The system displays the Parent's and the Student's Annual Education Savings Allowance (AESA) and
Cumulative Education Savings Allowance (CESA) calculations. These are PROFILE specific calculated
values used in INAS calculations for Institutional Methodology.


Income
The system displays the calculations for Taxable Income, Untaxed Income, Adjustments to Income, and
Total Income for Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution.


Allowances
The system displays the calculations for U.S. Income Tax, FICA Taxes, Medical/Dental, Elementary/
Secondary Tuition, Employment Allowance, Annual Education Savings, Income Protection Allowance/
MMA, Total Allowances, Calculated Available Income, and Available Income for Parent's Contribution
and Student's Contribution. The Total Contribution - Income amount is the sum of all the fields in the
Allowances section.
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Assets
The system displays the calculations for Cash Savings, IRA Value, Home Equity, Real Estate/Investment
Equity, Adjusted Business/Farm Value, Sibling's Assets/Prepaid Tuition, Value of Trusts, and Net Worth
for Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution.


The system displays the calculations for Emergency Reserve Allowance, Cumulative Education Savings,
Low Income Asset Allowance, Discretionary Net Worth, Asset Protection Allowance, Conversion
Percentage, and Income Supplement for Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution. The Total
Contribution - Assets amount is the sum of all the fields in the Assets section.


Non Custodial Parent Computation Summary Data


Bundle 46: Added Non Custodial Parent Computation Summary Data section.


• Education Saving Calculation – Displays the non custodial parents’ Annual Education Savings
Allowance (AESA) and Cumulative Education Savings Allowance (CESA) calculations. These are
PROFILE specific calculated values used in INAS calculations for Institutional Methodology.


• IM Options Non Custodial Parents Contribution – Displays a logical grouping for the Non Custodial
Parent Contribution results under the IM options computation.


• Non Custodial Parent Base Adjustment – Displays a logical grouping for the data elements for the
biological/adoptive parent base computation results.


Loading and Managing PROFILE Records


Before you begin loading applications, define all PROFILE data load parameters and set up your run
control options using the Financial Aid Run Controls page. This section discusses how to:


• Load PROFILE records.


• View PROFILE load summaries.


• Manage suspended PROFILE records.


• Delete PROFILE records.


Note: Oracle supports the CSS / Financial Aid PROFILE File Layout (with corresponding school year)
for PROFILE data received from the College Board.


Pages Used to Load and Manage PROFILE Records


Note: Oracle supports two academic years of PROFILE data loads.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Load Records SFA_PF_RUNCNTL Financial Aid,  File
Management,  PROFILE
Import,  Load Records,  Load
Records


Import PROFILE records into
the database.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Load Summary SFA_PF_IN_LOAD Financial Aid,  File
Management,  PROFILE
Import,  Load Summary, 
Load Summary


From the PROFILE Staging
Table, view the load status
and other details of each
record of a PROFILE load
instance.


Suspense Management SFA_PF_SUSP_CNTRL Financial Aid,  File
Management,  PROFILE
Import,  Suspense
Management,  Suspense
Management


Process suspended or skipped
PROFILE records.


Loading PROFILE Applications
Every time the PROFILE Load process is run, all records are inserted into the PROFILE Staging
tables. Depending on your Search/Match, Add Level, and Suspense Level Rules, the student's record is
inserted into either the Institutional Application (IM) tables or managed through the PROFILE Suspense
Management component. As an example, your school may only admit 60 percent of those students who
actually list your School Code on the PROFILE application. Instead of loading every student who has
listed your school code on the PROFILE application, you can load only those students officially admitted.


Bundle 46: Added the “Load HHB Files” option.


Access the Profile Load page (Financial Aid,  File Management,  PROFILE Import,  Load Records,  Load
Records).


Load Option Select the Load Option.


• Load Only — Select this option to only load the specified
PROFILE files. No suspended or skipped records are
reevaluated for loading.


• Recycle Only — Select this option to only reevaluate
suspended PROFILE records for loading.


• Load and Recycle — Select this option to both load
the specified PROFILE files and reevaluate suspended
PROFILE records.


• Load Unprocessed — Select this option to load all
Unprocessed PROFILE records in the PROFILE Staging
table. This skips records with a status of "Error Encountered.
"


Add Action Select the action to be taken for rows that can be loaded.


• Add New Record Only — Add ONLY new PROFILE
records into the system; do not overwrite existing PROFILE
records.
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• Overwrite Existing Record — Add new PROFILE records
into the system AND update existing PROFILE records.


Load HHB Files (load non custodial
parent data files)


Select Yes to load non custodial parent data files.


Run Option Select one of the following:


• Single: Load only a single XML file


• File List Driven: If you have multiple XML files to load,
 you can combine them into a single load instance by using
File List.


Create a .TXT file that includes a list of the multiple XML
files you want to load and their corresponding source path.
 The PROFILE Import process reads the .TXT file and
searches for the listed XML files using the path defined in
the file list. If an error is found for a file in the list file, the
PROFILE Import process loads the previous files into the
database and then stops processing. The files after the file
in error are not processed. Use the message log to view the
files that the system loaded successfully or unsuccessfully as
well as any corresponding error messages.


Note: The Process Monitor can display the run status as
Success even when a problem occurs with the load process.
 To determine whether all files in a file list were successfully
processed, open the date-stamped list file and verify that its
content does not reflect an error in processing.


Note: Each PROFILE XML file must have a unique file name. If you attempt to load a record with a
duplicate file name, the PROFILE load process fails.


Related Links
Page Used to Set Up PROFILE Data Load Parameters
Setting Up PROFILE Data Load Parameters
Overriding Expected Family Contribution (EFC)


Viewing PROFILE Load Summaries


Bundle 46: Added the “HouseHold Type” and “Merged HHA/HHB” fields.


The PROFILE Load Summary component displays the load status and other details of each record of the
file selected to review from the PROFILE Staging Table.


Access the PROFILE Load Summary (Financial Aid,  File Management,  PROFILE Import,  Load
Summary ,  Load Summary).
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PROFILE Batch Detail Records tab
Image: PROFILE Load Summary page, Batch Detail Records tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the PROFILE Load Summary page, Batch Detail
Records tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


CSS ID Displays the unique identifier assigned to student by the
PROFILE system.


Load Status Displays the Load Status of the record.


• Unprocessed — Record is loaded to PROFILE Staging table
but is not loaded to Inst App tables.


• Suspended — Record failed Search/Match or PROFILE Add
Level load rules.


• Processed — Record is loaded to application table.


• User Delete — PROFILE Application Record has been
deleted by the user.


• Discarded — Record is not loaded because it is a
Noncustodial PROFILE or Registration Only record.


• Skipped — Record meets Search/Match and PROFILE Add
Level load rules, but there is an existing record and the load
parameter is "Add New Record Only" or the Review Status
is Complete on the Packaging Status Summary.


• Error Encountered — Scenarios in which status is
set include: Data Load Parameters not set, missing or
mismatched Aid Year, SSN invalid, SQL Error, and
invalid data in Search/Match fields. Status can be set by
user manually when an errant record is identified on the
PROFILE XML file.


Student's Admit Level Displays the student's admit level as associated with Academic
Program Statuses in the Defining Application Processing
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Options, Working with Applications, Reviewing Admit Level
Associations page.


The values are:


• 5 - Accepted/Continuing


• 4 - Admitted


• 3 - Applied/Pending


• 2 - Inactive


• 1 - Has Not Applied


Application Type Displays the PROFILE Application Type


• Domestic PROFILE


• Noncustodial PROFILE


• Registration Only record


• International PROFILE


Student Record Type Displays the CSS Student Record Type


• Original Data


• ACR (Additional College Request)


• Duplicate Record


HouseHold Type Displays the type of PROFILE application received:


• HHA – custodial parent application received.


• HHB – non custodial parent application received.


Merged HHA/HHB Displays if custodial parent and non custodial parent PROFILE
applications have been loaded:


• Yes – Both the HHA (custodial parent) and HHB (non
custodial parent) PROFILE applications have been loaded.


• No – Only one parent PROFILE application has been
loaded: HHA (custodial parent) or HHB (non custodial
parent) as indicated by the HouseHold Type field.


Update Status to Error Click this button to set the Load Status from Unprocessed
to Error Encountered. Records with a Load Status of Error
Encountered can be skipped during subsequent PROFILE Load
attempts.
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Student Information tab
Image: PROFILE Load Summary page, Student Information tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the PROFILE Load Summary page, Student
Information tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


National ID For United States students, displays the Social Security Number.
 For non-United States students, displays the student's country
and National Identifier or default National Identifier.


Dependency Status Displays Dependent or Independent


Financial Aid Status • First-time – Either a first-time applicant entering student or
a first-time applicant, continuing student


• Renewal Applicant — Continuing student


Load Information tab
Image: PROFILE Load Summary page, Load Information tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the PROFILE Load Summary page, Load Information
tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Suspend Reason • FA Term Not Built– At least one FA Term record for the
corresponding Year does not exist.
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• Manual– Load Status set to Suspended manually by the user.


• Non-Unique Student ID Found – More than one student
meets the Search/Match criteria.


• Packaging Completed– Student's Aid Processing Status is
Packaging Completed.


• Student ID not Found– No student met the specified Search/
Match Rules criteria.


• Student Not Admitted– Student met the Maximum Search/
Match Level but failed the Admit Level.


• Student not at Load Level – Student ID found, but student is
not at the designated Admit Level.


Skip Reason • Final Review Flag Set — Review Status is Complete


• Student Already Exists — PROFILE Load encountered a
matching ID despite the Add Action = Add New Record
Only; therefore, the student is suspended.


• Student Not at Suspend Level — Student fails Suspend
Level rule.


• Manual—- Load Status set to Skipped manually by the user


Alternate Institution Displays the Alternate Institution for PROFILE records that
were deleted by the user (status of User Delete) and reloaded (
status of Processed) to a different Institution than was originally
loaded.


PROFILE Staging Table Data tab
This tab displays links to view PROFILE data as it is received from the College Board.


Image: PROFILE Load Summary page, PROFILE Staging Table Data


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the PROFILE Load Summary page.
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Managing Suspended PROFILE Records
Access the Profile Suspense Management Records page (Financial Aid,  File Management,  PROFILE
Import,  Suspense Management,  Profile Suspense Management).


Image: PROFILE Suspense Management Records page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the PROFILE Suspense Management Records page.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the PROFILE Suspense Management Records page to review and manage unmatched, unprocessed,
and deleted PROFILE records.


Alternate Institution Enter an Alternate Institution code to reload a user-deleted
PROFILE record (Load Status is User Delete) into the
Institutional (IM) Application tables with a new Institution
value.


See Deleting PROFILE Records.


Load Status Displays the current status of the record. If the Load Status is
Skipped or Suspended, the field can be updated. If the status is
Discarded or User Delete, the field is view only.


Note: If you update the Load Status to Discarded, the Load
Status cannot be updated again.


Add Profile Select this radio button and click the Process button to load a
suspended PROFILE record into the application table.


Note: Selecting Add Profile supersedes any Profile Routing
Control setup. Add Profile always adds the student into the
Institutional Application tables. Even if the student fails Search/
Match, because the Add Profile option is selected, the student
is added into the Institutional Application tables with a new
system-generated ID.
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Note: Please refer to the decision matrix after the attribute
descriptions for this page to see how the ID, ID Lock, Add
Profile, and Recycle attributes work together.


Recycle Select this radio button and click the Process button to have the
PROFILE records reconsidered by the PROFILE load process
using the Profile Routing Control setup.


Note: Selecting Recycle always calls Search/Match. If Search/
Match fails, then the "Search/Match No Match Action" defined
in the Profile Routing Control is interrogated to determine the
next step:
If "Allow Add if Eligible", a new ID is created if the student
meets the criteria for adding a new record.
If "Suspend", the student's record remains in the Suspense
Management table.


Note: Please refer to the decision matrix after the attribute
descriptions for this page to see how the ID, ID Lock, Add
Profile, and Recycle attributes work together.


Process button After selecting the Add PROFILE or Recycle radio button, click
this button to invoke a real-time action to load the PROFILE
record into the Institutional Application (IM) tables.


Add Action Select the action to be taken for rows that can be loaded.


• Add New Record Only — Add ONLY new PROFILE
records into the system; do not overwrite existing PROFILE
records.


• Overwrite Existing Record — Add new PROFILE records
into the system AND update existing PROFILE records.


ID Select the ID to use to load the PROFILE record into the
application tables.


Note: Please refer to the decision matrix after the attribute
descriptions for this page to see how the ID, ID Lock, Add
Profile, and Recycle attributes work together.


ID Lock Select this check box after the selecting the ID to force the
PROFILE load process to use the ID as the matching person.


Note: Please refer to the decision matrix after the attribute
descriptions for this page to see how the ID, ID Lock, Add
Profile, and Recycle attributes work together.


Max Match Level Found Displays the highest Search Match Level rule that was met for
this PROFILE record.
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General Information Click this link to display general information about the student.


FNAR Messages Click this link to display FNAR messages.


Search/Match Click this link to access the Person Search Match page and
search for a student ID to match to the PROFILE record.


The following table is a decision matrix explaining the results of different combinations of the ID, ID
Lock, Add, and Recycle attributes on this page.


ID ID Lock Add Recycle Treatment


blank unchecked selected not selected Call Search/Match.
Assign record new ID if
no match found. Record
added.


blank unchecked not selected selected Call Search/Match.
 Based on PROFILE
Routing Control
parameters, record
added or suspended. If
added, assign new ID if
no match found.


blank checked selected not selected Search/Match not
called. Assign record
new ID, warning given.
 Record added.


blank checked not selected selected Search/Match not
called. Based on
PROFILE Routing
Control parameters,
 record added or
suspended. If added,
assign new ID, warning
given.


not blank unchecked selected not selected Warning given before
calling Search/Match.
 Record assigned new
ID if no match found.
 Record added.


not blank unchecked not selected selected Warning given before
calling Search/Match.
 Based on PROFILE
Routing Control
parameters, record
added or suspended. If
added, record assigned
new ID if no match
found.


not blank checked selected not selected Search/Match not
called. Record added
with specified ID.
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ID ID Lock Add Recycle Treatment


not blank checked not selected selected Search/Match not
called. Based on
PROFILE Routing
Control parameters,
 record added or
suspended. If added,
 record assigned with
specified ID.


Reviewing Institutional Correction Audits


This section discusses how to view institutional correction audits.


Page Used to Review Institutional Correction Audits
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Institutional Application
Correction Audits


INST_CORR_AUDITS Financial Aid,  Institutional
Application Data,  View
Correction Audits, 
Institutional Application
Correction Audits


Review corrections made
to a student's institutional
application using the Maintain
Institutional Application
component. This page enables
you to track certain limited
changes that you make to
a student's institutional
application data.


PROFILE Application Delete SFA_PF_DELETE Access the PROFILE
Application Delete page
(Financial Aid,  File
Management,  PROFILE
Import,  Delete PROFILE
Records,  PROFILE
Delete Utility,  PROFILE
Application Delete).


Use this page to delete
PROFILE applications.


Viewing Institutional Correction Audits
Access the Institutional Application Correction Audits page (Financial Aid,  Institutional Application
Data,  View Correction Audits,  Institutional Application Correction Audits).


The system displays the student's name, ID, Aid Year, and Institution.


The system displays the following information relating to a change made to a student's institutional
application (PROFILE, Institutional, or Canadian): User ID of the person who made the change, the Date/
Time of the change, the application Source for the Old Value, the record and field name of what changed,
the original data—Old, and the changed data—New.


Changes are listed in reverse chronological order, by Record Name, then Field Name.
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Deleting PROFILE Records
There are rare cases when a PROFILE record is accidentally loaded either to another student or to the
wrong Institution. There can be also cases where you specified the wrong EmplID (or similar severe
error) while manually adding a PROFILE application to the Institutional Application tables. You can use
the PROFILE Application Delete process to delete these erroneously loaded records. Running this process
deletes all corresponding Institutional application tables for the selected student for the specified Aid Year
and Institution.


Access the PROFILE Application Delete page (Financial Aid,  File Management,  PROFILE Import, 
Delete PROFILE Records,  PROFILE Delete Utility,  PROFILE Application Delete).


You may delete PROFILE records for multiple students within an Aid Year in a single run of this process.
This removes PROFILE records from the PROFILE Application Records table.


The corresponding staging table data is not deleted and is assigned a new Load Status of User Delete.


Using PROFILE Suspense Management, you can subsequently assign user-deleted PROFILE records
(those with a Load Status of User Delete) to:


• a different ID within the same Institution.


Note: If you assign a user-deleted PROFILE record to a different ID, be aware that the target ID's
CSS ID is updated with the CSS ID of the source PROFILE XML record, and the target ID is always
associated with that CSS ID moving forward. Also, the Update Biographic/Demographic data
attribute on the PROFILE Data Load Parameters setup impacts whether or not the target ID's bio/
demo data is updated in Campus Community.


• a different Institution.


When you assign a PROFILE record to a different Institution, you designate an Alternate Institution,
which is used as the key Institution when accessing the record in the Maintain Institutional
Application component.


Note: If you attempt to view or retrieve the original PROFILE record using the PROFILE Load
Summary search, you must specify the original Institution to which that PROFILE record was loaded.
However, the Load Summary > Load Information tab displays the (target) Alternate Institution.


Once a user-deleted PROFILE record is successfully processed (loaded into the Institutional Application
tables) for the corresponding Institution and Aid Year, that PROFILE record is no longer accessible using
PROFILE Suspense Management.


Related Links
Managing Suspended PROFILE Records
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The Programs (which include both the software and documentation) contain proprietary information; they are 
provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are also protected by 
copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
the documentation, please report them to us in writing. This document is not warranted to be error-free. 
Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
on behalf of the United States Government, the following notice is applicable: 


U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS  
Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are “commercial computer software” or “commercial technical data” pursuant to the 
applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, 
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the Programs, including documentation and technical 
data, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable Oracle license agreement, and, 
to the extent applicable, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software--
Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065. 


The Programs are not intended for use in any nuclear, aviation, mass transit, medical, or other inherently 
dangerous applications. It shall be the licensee's responsibility to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
 


Helma Project 
 



mailto:tjh@cryptsoft.com
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these license. 


 
Sarissa 
 


Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #46, Regulatory 
Release 1 2018-2019 
Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Financial Aid 9.2 PeopleBook and other 
related Campus Solutions PeopleBooks as noted. It describes CS 9.0 Patch ID # 24299533/ 
Product Update ID # 931967 that was posted to My Oracle Support in July 2017. Use this PDF 
package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a complete set of documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.2 PeopleBook chapters. 


PDFs of the updated 9.2 chapters that contain the 9.0 bundle changes are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of the bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package (PDF Portfolio) Documentation 
These instructions are for Adobe Reader DC with the latest updates installed (In Adobe Reader, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  
To view the list of chapters, click View > Portfolio > Details. 
To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, open the chapter and 
press CTRL + F. Enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number and click Next. 
To search the entire package for documentation updates, click Edit > Search Entire Portfolio. 


 
Note! Cross references in PDF chapters appear as follows: 
  
• If a cross reference is to a topic in the same book (for example, Campus Community topic A 


contains a cross reference to Campus Community topic B), the cross reference displays only 
the topic title.  


 
• If a cross reference is to a topic in a different book, the cross reference displays the topic title 


and the book name.  
 
• Some cross references appear as links but are actually text-only.  
 


Here is a list of the Bundle 46 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes. Chapters are in the PeopleSoft Financial Aid 9.2 PeopleBook unless noted otherwise: 


• Updated PROFILE for 2018 -2019 Aid Year including changes to non custodial parent 
information. 


 
o Defining Application Processing Options 
o Processing and Using Institutional Financial Aid Applications 


  
• Updated session override functions for Return to Title IV funds. 


  
o Processing Return of Title IV Funds 
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Updates Not Called Out in Documentation 


FISAP 
A new run control is delivered for generating the Fiscal Operations Report and Application to 
Participate (FISAP). The update is to enable reporting of 2016-2017 aid year data in order to 
apply for campus-based funds for the 2018-2019 aid year. 
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Processing Return of Title IV Funds


Common Elements Used in Processing Return of Title IV Funds


Date of Withdrawal Indicates one of the following: the last date of recorded
attendance, the date the student began the withdrawal process,
 the date the student provided your school with the intent to
withdraw, or the midpoint of the payment period if the student
unofficially withdraws. The system displays the default date
based on the date that was established in Campus Solutions
Student Records.


Undetermined Withdrawal Date Select for students who have withdrawn unofficially. The
system displays the midpoint of the payment period in the
Date of Withdrawal field if the student unofficially withdraws.
 Update this field if you want to use a different withdrawal
date. For example, you can use the date when the student last
attended an academic-related event if this date was verified by
your institution.


Institutional Determination Dt 
(institutional determination date)


Indicates the withdrawal date determined by the financial aid
office.


ID Indicates the unique identification code for the student.


Name Displays the name of the student.


Days Elapsed After an institution determines the date of withdrawal, the
system displays the number of days passed since the student
withdrew.


Managing Data to Calculate Return of Title IV Aid


This section discusses how to manage data to calculate the return of Title IV aid.


Pages Used to Manage Data to Calculate Return of Title IV Aid
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Return TIV Session STDNT_RT_TIV_AID_M Financial Aid,  Return to TIV
Funds,  Return TIV Session, 
Return TIV Session


Manage return of Title IV aid
enrollment session data.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Return TIV Session Notes SFA_RTN_SES_NOTES Financial Aid, Return to TIV
Funds, Return TIV Session,
Return TIV Session, Return
TIV Session Notes


Use this page to add
notes about the student's
withdrawal.


Return TIV Aid STDNT_RTRN_TIV_AID Financial Aid,  Return to TIV
Funds,  Create Worksheet, 
Return TIV Aid Funds
Worksheet,  Return TIV Aid


Manage the return of Title
IV aid. Add a student who
has withdrawn, calculate the
withdrawal percentage, view
various dates from different
sources, view the payment or
enrollment period, or view
term information.


Packaging Status Summary STDNT_AID_PACKAGE Click the Student Status  link
on the Return TIV Aid page.


Review the student's need,
 budget, and award or
to change the student's
packaging status.


FA Term STDNT_FA_TERM Click the FA Term link on the
Return TIV Aid page.


View a student's term
information, add a new term
for a student, or build the
student's financial aid term.


Last Updated STDNT_RTRN_TIVSEC5 Click the Last Updated link
on the Return TIV Aid page.


View the user's ID and the
date and time of the last
update made to the Return
Title IV Aid page.
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Managing Return of Title IV Aid Enrollment Session Data
Access the Return TIV Session page (Financial Aid,  Return to TIV Funds,  Return TIV Session,  Return
TIV Session).


Image: Return TIV Session page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return TIV Session page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


On the initial add, this page is populated with data from the Term Session table and Student Records.
This data can be adjusted for the first and subsequent withdrawals based on student changes and/or your
school's business process.


Calculate All Click to populate the Period Summary information with the
student's calculated withdrawal information for days and percent
earned.


Last Updated Click to access the Last Updated page to view the user ID, last
update timestamp, and other information for the last update
made to the page.


Session Details


Bundle 46: Removed override fields in Session Details. Once a calculation is performed, you can adjust it
using overrides provided in the Period Summary group box.


Session Enter the Session from the Term in context to populate the
Session Begin Date, Session End Date, and Holiday Schedule
fields.


Session Break Displays number of days in Session Break. Session Breaks
greater than 4 days are deducted from total number of calendar
days and completed calendar days, if withdrawal occurs after
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the Break. Sessions must be entered in order by start date, then
end date.


Student enrollment in non-unique Sessions may warrant
grouping of Sessions in order to calculate the percent of aid
earned. Sessions that overlap display as a negative number of
days to show that those days are offset in the calculation.


Note: Completed Days and Total Days are gross days for the
Session Period; deductions for Holiday or Session Break are not
accounted for in this group box.


Status Select the status for the Session.


• Cancel – This status cannot be manually selected but is
populated from Term History Session Withdraw.


• Completed – Student has completed all classes for the
Session.


• In Progress – Student is actively attending classes for the
Session.


• Not Enrolled – Student not enrolled in any classes for the
Session.


• Not Started – Session has not started.


• Rescind – Student previously qualified for and had a RTIV
calculation processed. Due to re-enrollment or proof of
intent to enroll in a future session, the withdraw has been
rescinded.


• Withdraw – Populated from Term History Session Withdraw.
 Can be manually selected.


Completed Days Displays number of days completed in the Session.


Note: Completed Days and Total Days are gross days;
deductions for Holiday or Session Break are not accounted for
in this group box.


Total Days Displays total number of days in the Session.


Note: Completed Days and Total Days are gross days;
deductions for Holiday or Session Break are not accounted for
in this group box.


Period Summary
Period Summary is populated from calculated Session Detail information. It summarizes the dates, days,
and percent earned to be used in Create Worksheet to complete the withdrawal calculation process.
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Completed Days for Period Displays calculated earned days.


Note: Holiday and/or Session breaks of 5 days or more are
deducted from Completed days based on withdrawal date and
passage of break period.


Completed Days for Period Override Select to override calculated completed days.


Total Days for Period Displays calculated total days for entire span of sessions as
determined by the institution.


Note: Holiday and/or Session breaks of 5 days or more are
deducted from Total Days.


Total Days for Period Override Select to override calculated total days.


Period Adjustment Displays the adjustment that is required for scheduled holidays
of five consecutive days or more. The system displays 0 if no
holidays are scheduled consecutively for 5 or more days.


Total Session Break Displays the total of all breaks between sessions greater than 4
days.


Period Adjustment Override Select to override the Period Adjustment .


Holiday Schedule and Detail Displays the name of the Holiday Schedule. Click Detail link for
detailed Holiday Schedule information.


Pct. TIV Aid Earned for
Period(Percent Title IV aid earned for
period)


Displays calculated percent of aid earned.


Date of Withdrawal Displays highest date of withdrawal from Session Details.


Session Period Begin Date Displays lowest session begin date based on session rows
inserted in Session Details.


Session Period End Date Displays highest session begin date based on session rows
inserted in Session Details.


60 Pct Eff Dt for Session(60 percent
effective date for session)


Displays the 60 percent date for the Session Period Begin and
Session Period End dates.


Return TIV Session Notes
Access the Return TIV Session page (Financial Aid,  Return to TIV Funds,  Return TIV Session,  Return
TIV Session,  Return TIV Session Notes tab).


Use this page to add notes about the student's withdrawal.
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Managing the Return of Title IV Aid
Access the Return TIV Aid page (Financial Aid,  Return to TIV Funds,  Create Worksheet,  Return TIV
Aid Funds Worksheet,  Return TIV Aid).


Image: Return TIV Aid page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return TIV Aid page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


The fields are populated with data generated by the Return to TIV Session component.


Student Status Click to access the Packaging Status Summary page to review
the student's need, budget, and award or to change the student's
packaging status.


FA Term Click to access the Financial Aid Term page to view a student's
term information, add a new term for a student, or build the
student's financial aid term. If the student withdraws and the
withdrawal date defined by Student Records changes, you must
rebuild the FA Term.


Calculate All Click to update and populate the fields with the student's
calculated withdrawal information. The system displays the
withdrawal status of the student for the specified term or
sessions within a term and calculates the actual values for the
amount of earned aid, amount of unearned aid, and amount of
aid to be returned. When you click this link, the system uses the
setup and award data specific to the student. If you change the
start and end dates from the Return TIV Aid page or Return TIV
Session page, click the Calculate All button to update the values
on the Return of Funds Worksheet page.


Summary
Days Elapsed After an institution determines the date of withdrawal, the


system calculates and displays the number of days passed
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since the student withdrew. The days are calculated using the
Institutional Determination Date field as a starting date.


Overall Status Select the student's withdrawal status. The values are:


Pending: The calculation and the return of Title IV funds
are still in progress. The default status is Pending until you
manually change the status to Complete.


Complete: Indicates that the calculation, the student notification,
 and the return of Title IV funds has occurred. After you set the
status to Complete, affected fields and pages become view-only.


Date Form Completed Displays the date when the Calculate All button is clicked on
this page to calculate the student's withdrawal percentage. The
date is set to the current date by default when you change the
overall status to Complete. The Oprid is also updated when you
change the status to Complete and save. You can view the Oprid
updates on the RTIV Calculation History page when you click
the Last Updated link.


FA Term Academic Career Displays the grouping of all academic work undertaken by a
student at an institution. This information is from the Financial
Aid Term table.


Last Updated Click this link to access the RTIV Calculation History page and
view the Oprid, last update timestamp, and other information for
each time the Overall Status has been updated to Complete and
saved on this page.


Access the RTIV Calculation History page (Financial Aid, 
Return to TIV Funds,  Create Worksheet,  Return TIV Aid
Funds Worksheet,  Return TIV Aid,  click the Last Updated
link).


Period Information
Payment Period Select to indicate nonstandard periods or terms. A nonstandard


period or term is defined as a term that is not a quarter,
 semester, or trimester. It can be a payment period or a period
of enrollment. A payment period can consist of more than one
term.


Enrollment Period Select to indicate the academic period determined by an
institution for which charges are assessed. The enrollment
period is the length of the term.


Start Date and End Date Displays the beginning and ending date of the payment or
enrollment period. The system uses the start and end date in the
actual Return of Title IV Funds calculation for term processing.
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Note: Because you can change the enrollment period start and
end dates that are used by the system to calculate the Title IV
percentage, you should establish procedures to define how these
dates should be changed.


Term Information
Term Displays the identification number for the term. A term is a


period of time designated as an instructional accounting period.


Withdraw Date Displays the date the student withdrew from the term. The value
is from the Student Records Student Career Term table.


60 Pct Dt  (60 percent date) Displays the default value from the Term Session table. This
is the date when a student would have completed 60% of the
credit/clock hour of the program for the term.


Term Begin Date Displays the beginning date of the term.


Term End Date Displays the ending date of the term.


FA Term Withdraw Date Displays the date the student withdrew from the term. The
Financial Aid Term table provides the FA term withdrawal date.
 Student Records determines the date.


Session Information
Session Displays the session from which the student has withdrawn.


Withdraw Date Displays the date the student withdrew from the Session Period.
 The value is from the Student Records Student Career Term
table.


Session Withdraw Date Displays the date the student withdrew from the Session Period
from the Return TIV Session Table.


60 Pct Dt  (60 percent date) Displays the default value from the Term Session table. This is
the date when a student would have completed 60% of a single
session.


60 Pct Effective Dt (60 percent
effective date)


Displays the 60 percent date for the Session Period Begin and
Session Period End dates.


Session Period Begin Date Displays the lowest beginning date of the Session Period as
entered in the Return TIV Session table.


Session Period End Date Displays the highest ending date of the Session Period as
entered in the Return TIV Session table.


Multiple Session Details Click this link to access the Return TIV Session component.
 This link displays only for Session records and is not displayed
for regular Term withdraws.
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Use Session Calculation Data Select to use session information for calculating a session
withdraw. Not selecting results in a term withdraw calculation.


Related Links
Reviewing Student Packaging Status by Date
Viewing Withdrawal Information


Using the Return of Funds Worksheet


This section discusses how to:


• Generate a valid calculation.


• Recalculate TIV aid information.


• Recalculate percentage of TIV aid earned using credit hours.


• View institutional and budget charges.


• Calculate return amounts.


• Review loan debts for withdrawn students.


Pages Used to Generate a Valid Calculation
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Return of Funds Worksheet STDNT_RTRN_TIV_WK1N Financial Aid,  Return of Title
IV Funds,  Create Worksheet, 
Return of Funds Worksheet


Enter values in the editable
fields to generate a valid
calculation or to recalculate
the totals due by the student
and school.


Calculate TIV Aid
Information


STDNT_RTRN_TIVSEC1 Click the Detail link to the
right of the E. Total TIV Aid
Disb field on the Return of
Funds Worksheet page.


Recalculate or view the E.
 Total TIV Aid Disb field.
 The information displayed
under Student's TIV Aid
Information is from the
Student Award Disbursement
table and is used to populate
the fields under Student's TIV
Aid Amounts.


Calculate Pct. TIV Aid
Earned


STDNT_RTRN_TIVSEC2 Click the Detail link to the
right of the H. Pct. TIV Aid
Earned field on the Return of
Funds Worksheet page.


Recalculate the Percentage of
Title IV Aid Earned field and
view the Holiday Adjustment
field.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Calculate Charge Information STDNT_RTRN_TIVSEC6 Click the Detail link to
the right of the L. Total
Institutional Chrgs (charges)
field on the Return of Funds
Worksheet page.


View institutional and budget
charges.


Calculate Return Amounts STDNT_RTRN_TIVSEC4 Click the Detail link to the
right of P. Total School Must
Return field on the Return of
Funds Worksheet page.


View amounts to returned by
the institution.


Return of Loan Funds STDNT_RTN_TIVSEC7N Click the Detail link for the
R. Student Loan Repayment
Amount field on the Return of
Funds Worksheet.


Enter debt totals for various
loan types for withdrawn
students to reviewing loan
debts.


Generating a Valid Calculation
Access the Return of Funds Worksheet page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Create Worksheet,
Return of Funds Worksheet).


Image: Return of Funds Worksheet page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return of Funds Worksheet page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the Detail links to view or recalculate specific amounts.


Click Calculate to recalculate the values based on the adjustments you made to the percentages.


Click Calculate All to update and populate the fields with the student's calculated withdrawal information.
The system displays the withdrawal status of the student for the specified term and calculates the actual
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values for the amount of earned aid, unearned aid, and aid to be returned. The system uses the setup and
award data specific to the student.


If you change the start and end dates from the Return of TIV Aid page, click Calculate All to update the
values on the Return of Funds Worksheet page.


E. Total TIV Aid Disb (E. total Title
IV aid disbursed)


Displays Title IV Grant and Loan Programs amounts to be
disbursed for grants, amounts that could have been disbursed
for grants, net amounts disbursed for loans and net amounts that
could have been disbursed for loans. Totals based on the actual
federal worksheet are also displayed.


F. Total TIV Grant Aid (F. total Title
IV grant aid)


Displays grant aid disbursed and amount that could have been
disbursed.


G. Total TIV Aid (G. total Title IV aid) Displays grant and loan aid disbursed and amount that could
have been disbursed.


H. Pct. TIV Aid Earned (H. percent
Title IV aid earned)


Displays percentage of period of enrollment completed.


I. TIV Aid Earned (I. Title IV aid
earned)


Displays aid earned by the student based on percentage of
enrollment period completed.


J. TIV Aid to Disburse (J. Title IV aid
to disburse)


Displays amount of aid that could have been disbursed.


K. TIV Aid to Return (K. Title IV aid
to return)


Displays amount aid to be returned.


L. Total Institutional Chrgs (L. total
institutional charges)


Displays the value of the charges your institution set up in the
Institutional Charges setup page. Institutional costs are defined
as charges—the cost of attendance—a student must pay to the
institution directly. Whether you use the actual or budgeted
charges, the system displays the value for the institutional
charges you defined in your setup.


M. Pct TIV Aid Unearned (M. percent
title IV aid unearned)


Displays the amount to be returned based on the percentage of
the unearned aid.


N. Unearned Inst Charges (N.
unearned institutional charges)


Displays the amount of aid that must be returned for unearned
institutional charges. For example, tuition is an institutional
charge. If a student withdraws at 10% of the term, the student
earns 10% of the charges for tuition. The remaining 90% is
unearned.


O. Amt Due From School (O. amount
due from school)


Displays the amount of aid the institution must return to the
Title IV program. The institution determines its share of
unearned funds first.


P. Total School Must Return: Displays the total loans the school must return.


Q. Amt Due From Student (Q.
amount due from student)


Displays the amount of aid the student must return to the Title
IV program. The student returns the difference between the Title
IV aid to be returned and the amount of Title IV aid due by the
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institution. For example, if the returned aid is 1000.00 USD
and your institution returns 600.00 USD, the initial unearned
calculation for the student to return is 400.00 USD.


R. Stdnt Loan Repaymnt Amt: (R.
Student loan repayment amount)


Displays the total amount the student must repay, which consists
of loan funds the student has earned, or unearned loan funds that
the school is not responsible for repaying, or both.


S. Initial TIV Grant Amount: (S.
initial Title IV grant amount)


Displays the Initial amount of Title IV grants the student must
return.


T. TIV Grant Protection Amt: (T.
Title IV grant protection amount)


Displays the amount of Title IV grant protected using the value
in F. Total TIV Grant Aid and applying the 50 percent grant
protection.


U. TIV Grant Return Amt: (U. Title
IV grant return amount)


Displays the net Title IV grant funds that the student must
return.


Action After you calculate the Return of Title IV Funds, the system
displays a note as a reminder to update the tracking fields
on the Student/School Return page or the Post-Withdrawal
Disbursement page based on what has occurred with the student.
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Recalculating TIV Aid Information
Access the Calculate TIV Aid Information page (click the Detail link to the right of the E. Total TIV Aid
Disb field on the Return of Funds Worksheet page).


Image: Calculate TIV Aid Information page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Calculate TIV Aid Information page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays grant and net loan amounts that are disbursed and that could have been disbursed.
Totals based on the actual federal worksheet are also displayed
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Recalculating Percentage of TIV Aid Earned Using Credit Hours
Access the Calculate Pct. TIV Aid Earned page (click the Detail link to the right of the H. Pct. TIV Aid
Earned field on the Return of Funds Worksheet page).


Image: Calculate Pct. TIV Aid Earned page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Calculate Pct. TIV Aid Earned page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Percentage of Title IV Aid Earned
Date of Withdrawal Displays the student's day of withdrawal as entered on the


Return of TIV Aid page.


Period Start Date Displays the first day of the term or payment period.
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Period End Date Displays the last day of the term or payment period.


60 Pct Effective Date(60 percent
effective date)


Displays the 60 percent date for the session in which the
withdraw is taking place as recorded in the Term/Session Table
or as entered in the Return TIV Session table.


Note: This date is not necessarily a 60 percent point in time for
the span of multiple sessions.


Session Period Begin Date Displays the lowest beginning date of the Session Period as
entered in the as entered in the Return TIV Session table.


Session Period End Date Displays the highest end date of the Session Period as entered in
the Return TIV Session table.


Completed Days for Period Displays calculated earned days for a session.


Total Days for Period Displays calculated total days for a session period.


Total Session Break Displays the total of all breaks between sessions greater than 4
days.


Completed Days Displays the number of days between the Period Start Date
and student's Date of Withdrawal. Enter a value in this field to
manually override and set the Override flag to "Y".


Note: Completed Days are net days considering eligible Session
Breaks. Holiday Breaks are not reflected in this total. They are,
 however, accounted for in the Period Adjustment to provide a
point of reference.


Student Adjustment Enter a value in this field to exercise professional judgment by
adjusting the student's completed days.


Note: Completed Days are net days considering eligible Session
Breaks. Holiday Breaks are not reflected in this total. They are,
 however, accounted for in the Period Adjustment to provide
a point of reference when making an adjustment to a student’s
Completed Days.


Total Days Displays the number of days between the Period Start Date
and Period End Date, inclusive. Enter a value in this field to
manually override and set the Override flag to "Y".


Note: Total Days are net days considering eligible Session
Breaks. Holiday Breaks are not reflected in this total. They are,
 however, accounted for in the Period Adjustment to provide a
point of reference.


Period Adjustment Displays the adjustment that is required for scheduled holidays
of five consecutive days or more. The system displays 0 if no
holidays are scheduled consecutively for 5 or more days. Enter a
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value in this field to manually override and set the Override flag
to "Y".


Note: Total Days are net days considering eligible Session
Breaks. Holiday Breaks are not reflected in this total. They are,
 however, accounted for in the Period Adjustment to provide
a point of reference when making an adjustment to a student’s
Total Days.


Days Earned / In Term Displays the number of completed days divided by the total
days after performing a calculation.


Note: This field is reset to zero every time you access the
component. Click Calculate to update.


H. Pct TIV Aid Earned (H. percent
Title IV aid earned)


Displays the percentage of the period of enrollment or payment
period that the student completed.


Calculate Click to recalculate the percentage of the period of enrollment
or payment period that the student completed if updating
Completed Days, Student Adjustment, Total Days, or Period
Adjustment.


Holiday Adjustment
Holiday Schedule Displays the name of the holiday schedule defined on the


Holiday Schedule page (Set Up Common Objects, Foundation
Tables, Organization, Holiday Schedule) for that term. Student
Records associates this schedule to terms and sessions used in
Campus Solutions.


See "Setting Up Holiday Schedules" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Campus Community).


Holiday Displays the date of the holiday. The system lists all holidays,
 not just those that are consecutive.


Hours Displays the number of clock hours for the holiday.


Holiday Adjustment (Days) Displays the number of consecutive holidays defined in the
holiday schedule.


Calculate Click to recalculate the adjustment for holidays if you made a
change to the start and end dates of the payment or enrollment
period. The system determines whether there are any changes to
the holiday schedule based on the new start and end dates.


Note: The system does not support clock hours even though you can select clock hours as a program type
when you enter the access requirements to enter the Return of TIV Aid page.
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Viewing Institutional and Budget Charges
Access the Calculate Charge Information page (click the Detail link to the right of the L. Total
Institutional Chrgs (charges) field on the Return of Funds Worksheet page).


Charge Type Displays institutional charges for the student associated with an
item type group for the term.


Category Displays the budget category for which the charge type is
associated.


Academic Career Displays the grouping of all academic work undertaken by a
student at an institution.


Item Code Displays a budget item within a budget category.


Amount Displays the charge amount for the charge type.


Override Amount Enter an amount to override institutional charges when 'Use
Actual Charges' is selected in Define Rules for Return .


L. Total Institutional Chrgs  (L. total
institutional charges)


• Displays actual budgeted charges if Use Budget Charges is
selected in setup.


• Displays actual institutional charges or the combined
Override amounts of actual institutional charges if'Use
Actual Charges is selected in setup and Override amounts
are used.


Total Institutional Charges • Displays actual budgeted charges if Use Budget Charges is
selected in Define Rules of Return.


• Displays actual institutional charges if Use Actual Charges
is selected in Define Rules of Return.


Calculate Click to recalculate total institutional charges and to update the
Return of Funds Worksheet page.


Related Links
Defining Budget Items


Calculating Return Amounts
Access the Calculate Return Amounts page (click the Detail link to the right of O. Amt. Due From School
or P. Amount Due From Student fields on the Return of Funds Worksheet page).


School Return of Funds Displays the amount to be returned by the school by aid fund
and amount.


O. By School Displays total amount from the School Return of Funds group
box.
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P. School Rtrn (school return) Displays total loans to be returned by school from the School
Return of Funds group box.


Q. By Student Displays initial grant amount student must return.


R. Repayment Displays loan amount student must repay.


Calculate Click to recalculate the totals if you updated or modified the
values.


Reviewing Loan Debts for Withdrawn Students
Access the Return of Loan Funds page (click the Detail link for the R. Stdt Loan Repaymnt Amount field
on the Return of Funds Worksheet).


Enter the totals for any Unsubsidized FFEL or Direct Loan, Subsidized FFEL or Direct Loan, Perkins,
Graduate PLUS, or PLUS loans for which the student is responsible.


This worksheet is useful when counseling a withdrawn student on loan indebtedness.


Reviewing Grant Funds for Withdrawn Students
Access the Return of Grant Funds page (click the Detail link for the U. TIV Grant Return Amt field on the
Return of Funds Worksheet).


Displays the amount of grant funds being returned.


Tracking Student and School Return Information


This section discusses how to:


• Track return information.


• Track post-withdrawal disbursement.


• View allocation of post-withdrawal disbursements.


• Review post-withdrawal disbursements.


• Enter return of TIV aid notes.


Pages Used to Track Student and School Return Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student/School Return STDNT_RTRN_TIV_WK2N Financial Aid,  Return of Title
IV Funds,  Create Worksheet, 
Student/School Return


Track return information for
the student and school.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Post-Withdrawal
Disbursement


STDNT_RTRN_TIV_WK3A Financial Aid,  Return of
Title IV Funds,  Create
Worksheet,  Post-Withdrawal
Disbursement


Track post-withdrawal
disbursements a student was
entitled to at the time of
withdrawal.


Allocation of PWD STDNT_PWD_SEC1AN Click the Part IV Allocation
of PWD link on the Post-
Withdrawal page.


Enter post-withdrawal
disbursement amounts for
grants and loans.


Post-Withdrawal
Disbursements (detail)


STDNT_PWD_SEC1 Click the PWD Detail link on
the Post-Withdrawal page.


Review post-withdrawal
disbursements. Includes the
amount of eligible aid not yet
disbursed, eligible aid to be
disbursed late, and remaining
eligible aid to be disbursed.


Return TIV Aid Notes STDNT_RTRN_TIV_WK4 Financial Aid,  Return of Title
IV Funds,  Create Worksheet, 
Return TIV Aid Notes


Enter return of Title IV aid
notes. Document information
regarding the processing of
Title IV Return of Funds.


Tracking Return Information
Access the Student/School Return page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Create Worksheet, 
Student/School Return).


Image: Student/School Return page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student/School Return page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Student Return of Funds
Student Notified Select this check box to indicate the student has been notified of


their Title IV overpayment obligation.
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Student Return Status Displays the student's return of Title IV funds status.


Pending: Indicates that the calculation and the return of Title
IV funds are still in progress. The default status is Pending until
you manually change the status to Complete.


Complete: Indicates that calculation, student notification, and
the return of Title IV funds has occurred.


Note: You should update the Student Return Status field to
Complete when a student does not need to return funds.


Notification Date Displays the date the student was notified of Title IV
overpayment.


Q. Amt Due From Student(Q. amount
due from student)


Displays the amount of Title IV funds the student must return. If
a student owes a return, the system populates this value from the
Return of Funds Worksheet page.


Student Response Information
Response Date Displays the date the student responded to the notification from


the institution about Title IV overpayment.


Repayment Arrangement Select from available values to indicate the student's action
taken in response to repayment arrangements. Values include:


Arrangement not Complied


Make Arrangements DOE


Make Arrangements School


No Satisfactory Arrangements


Pay School in Full


Title IV Loans Only


School Return of Funds
School Return Status Indicates the institution's repayment status as pending or


complete. The default status is pending until you manually
change the status to complete.


Funds Return Date Indicates the date the funds were returned.


O. Amt Due From School Indicates the amount of Title IV funds the institution must
return. If the school owes a return, the system automatically
populates this value from the Return of Funds Worksheet page.
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Calculate Click to recalculate the amount the school and student have to
return if you made a change to the percentage on the Return of
Funds Worksheet page.


Tracking Post-Withdrawal Disbursement
Access the Post-Withdrawal Disbursement page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Create
Worksheet,  Post-Withdrawal Disbursement).


Image: Post-Withdrawal Disbursement page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Post-Withdrawal Disbursement page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Calculate Click to recalculate the amount of aid to a post-withdrawal
student if you made a change to the percentage.


Post-Withdrawal Disb Status  (post-
withdrawal disbursement status)


Indicates whether or not post-withdrawal disbursement
calculations are complete or pending.


The Pending status is set when the worksheet is created. Select
Complete when appropriate for the current stage of processing.


Part I, II, III
J. TIV Aid to Disburse (Box 1) Displays the total amount of post-withdrawal disbursement due.


 This field is from Step J. Post Withdrawal Disbursement on the
Return of Funds Worksheet page.


Total PWD Credited (Box 2) Enter the total outstanding charges scheduled to be paid from
Post Withdrawal Disbursement.
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Box 3 The amount to offer directly to the student is derived from
the TIV Aid to Disburse amount less the Total PWD Credited
amount. Box 3 = Box 1 - Box 2.


Part IV Allocation of PWD (part
4 allocation of post withdrawal
disbursement)


Click this link to access the Allocation of Post Withdrawal
Disbursement page.


PWD Detail (post withdrawal
disbursement detail)


Click this link to view Post Withdrawal Disbursement
Allocation details.


Part V, VI
PWD Notification Sent Select the date that the post-withdrawal disbursement loan


notification was sent to the student or parent.


Response Deadline Select the date by which the student, parent, or both must
respond.


Date Response Received Select the date that the response was received from the student
or parent.


Response Received Select this check box if the response was received from the
student or parent.


Not Received Select this check box if the response was not received from the
student or parent.


Late Response Not Accepted Select this check box if the response was received from the
student or parent after the date in the Response Deadline field.


Date Direct Disb Mailed (date direct
disbursement mailed)


Select the date for grant, loan, or both that the direct
disbursement was mailed or transferred.
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Viewing Allocation of Post-Withdrawal Disbursements
Access the Allocation of PWD page (click the Part IV Allocation of PWD link on the Post-Withdrawal
page.)


Image: Allocation of PWD page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Allocation of PWD page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Enter appropriate amounts for each column and type of aid:


Ln Amt Sought (loan amount sought) Enter the loan amount school seeks to credit to the account.


Ln Amt Auth (loan amount
authorized)


Enter the loan amount authorized to credit to the account


Aid Credited Enter the aid credited to the account.


Aid Offered Enter an amount of aid offered as direct disbursement.


Aid Accepted Enter an amount of aid accepted as direct disbursement.


Aid Disbursed Enter amount of aid disbursed directly to the student


Calculate Click this button to total the columns.


Reviewing Post-Withdrawal Disbursements
Access the Post-Withdrawal Disbursements detail page (click the PWD Detail link on the Post-
Withdrawal Disbursements page).


Eligible Aid Not Disbursed Displays aid not disbursed at time of withdrawal.
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Aid To Be Late Disbursed Displays aid amounts eligible for a post-withdrawal late
disbursement.


Remaining To Be Disbursed Displays aid amounts eligible for a post-withdrawal late
disbursement.


Entering Return TIV Aid Notes
Access the Return TIV Aid Notes page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Create Worksheet, 
Return TIV Aid Notes).


Image: Return TIV Notes page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return TIV Notes page.


Enter comments of any length into the text area.


Tracking Return of Title IV Funds


This section discusses how to:


• Track student return of Title IV funds.


• Track school return of Title IV funds.


• Review post-withdrawal disbursement tracking data.
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Pages Used to Track Return of TIV Funds
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Track Student Returns SFA_TIV_RTN_TRACK Financial Aid,  Return of
Title IV Funds,  Track TIV
Funds Return,  Track Student
Returns


Track student return of Title
IV funds. View the status of
funds for all students where a
calculation exists.


Return of Funds Detail STDNT_RTOF_SEC1NA Click the Detail link from
the Track Student Returns
Summary 2 page or Track
School Returns Summary
page.


View student aid amount and
the return of funds for both
the student and school.


Track School Returns SFA_TIV_RTN_TRACK2 Financial Aid,  Return of Title
IV Funds,  Track TIV Funds
Return,  Track School Returns


Track school return of TIV
funds. View the status of
funds for your institution.


Post Withdrawal Disb
Tracking


SFA_TIV_PWD_TRACK Financial Aid,  Return
of Title IV Funds,  Track
PW Disbursement,  Post
Withdrawal Disb Tracking


Review post-withdrawal
disbursement tracking data.


Tracking Student Return of Title IV Funds
Access the Track Student Returns page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Track TIV Funds
Return,  Track Student Returns).


Image: Track Student Returns page: Status tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track Student Returns page: Status tab. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


View Select one of the following:


All: View students with a status of pending or completed.
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Complete: View students who have completed the Return of
Title IV Funds process.


Pending: View students who are being processed.


Status Tab
ID Indicates a unique identification code for a student associated


with your institution.


Name Displays the name of a student.


Return Status Displays the student's return of Title IV funds status. This status
comes from the Student/School Return page. If a student does
not have a return, the student does not appear in the list.


Pending: The calculation and the return of Title IV funds are
still in progress. This status comes from the Student/School
Return page; you can change it manually on this page.


Complete: The calculation, student notification, and the return
of Title IV funds has occurred.


Summary 1 Tab
Select the Summary 1 tab.


Image: Track Student Returns page: Summary 1 tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track Student Returns page: Summary 1 tab. You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institutional Determination Dt
(institutional determination date)


Displays the withdrawal date determined by the financial aid
office.
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Days Elapsed After an institution determines the date of withdrawal, the
system calculates and displays the number of days passed
since the student withdrew. The days are calculated using the
Institutional Determination Dt field as the starting date.


Student Notified If selected, indicates the student has been notified of their Title
IV overpayment obligation.


Notification Date Displays the date the student was notified of Title IV
overpayment.


Summary 2 Tab
Select the Summary 2 tab.


Image: Track Student Returns page: Summary 2 tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track Student Returns page: Summary 2 tab. You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Response Date Displays the date the student responded to the notification from
the institution about Title IV overpayment.


Repayment Arrangement Displays one of the student response options from the Student/
School Return page. The values are:


Arrangement not Complied


Make Arrangements DOE


Make Arrangements School


No Satisfactory Arrangements


Pay School in Full


Title IV Loans Only
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Q. Amt Due From Student (Q.
amount due from student)


Displays the amount of funds needed to be returned by the
student.


Detail Click to view the Return of Funds Detail page.


Last Updated Tab
Select the Last Updated tab.


Image: Track Student Returns page: Last Updated tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track Student Returns page: Last Updated tab.
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Tracking School Return of Title IV Funds
Access the Track School Returns page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Track TIV Funds
Return,  Track School Returns).


Image: Track School Returns page: Status tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track School Returns page: Status tab. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


View Select one of the following:


All: View students with a status of pending or completed.


Complete: View students who have completed the Return of
Title IV Funds process.


Pending: View students who are being processed.


Status Tab
Return Status Displays the school's return of Title IV funds status.


Pending: Indicates that the calculation and the return of Title IV
funds are still in progress. This status comes from the Student/
School Return page; you can change it manually on this page.


Complete: Indicates that calculation and the school return of
Title IV funds has occurred.
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Summary Tab
Select the Summary tab.


Image: Track School Returns page: Summary tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track School Returns page: Summary tab. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institutional Determination Dt
(institutional determination date)


Displays the withdrawal date determined by the institution.


Funds Return Date Displays the date the user updated the Funds Return Date field
on the Student/School Return page.


O. Amt Due From School (O. amount
due from school)


Displays the amount of aid the institution must return to the
Title IV program.


Detail Click to view the Return of Funds Detail page.
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Last Updated Tab
Select the Last Updated tab.


Image: Track School Returns page: Last Updated tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Track School Returns page: Last Updated tab.


Reviewing Post-Withdrawal Disbursement Tracking Data
Access the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Track PW
Disbursement,  Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking).


Image: Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Status tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Status tab.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Note: The Calculate link is not available when you access the Post-Withdrawal Disbursements page from
the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page.


View Select one of the following:


All: View students with a status of Pending  or  Completed.


Complete: View students who have completed the Return of
Title IV Funds process.


Pending: View students who are being processed.


Status Tab
Status Displays the student's post-withdrawal disbursement status.


 The system displays a status of Pending to indicate that the
calculation and the post-withdrawal disbursement are still
in progress. A status of Complete indicates that calculation,
 student notification, and the post-withdrawal disbursement has
occurred. The status is from the Post-Withdrawal Disbursement
page.


Summary Tab
Select the Summary tab.


Image: Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Summary tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Summary tab.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Disbursement Amount Displays the amount of funds the institution can offer the
student as a post-withdrawal disbursement.


Detail Click to view the Post-Withdrawal Disbursements page.
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Dates Tab
Select the Dates tab.


Image: Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Dates tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Dates tab.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


PWD Notification Sent View or edit the date that the post-withdrawal disbursement loan
notification was sent to the student, parent, or both.


Response Deadline View or edit the date by which the student, parent, or both must
respond.
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Service Impact Tab
Select the Service Impact tab.


Image: Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Service Impact tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking page: Service
Impact tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Date Response Received View or edit the date that the school received the response from
the student.


Date Direct Disb Mailed-Grant (date
direct disbursement mailed for a grant)


View or edit the date that the direct disbursement was mailed or
transferred.


Date Direct Disb Mailed-Loan (date
direct disbursement mailed for a loan)


View or edit the date that the direct disbursement was mailed or
transferred.
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Last Updated Tab
Select the Last Updated tab.


Image: Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking: Last Updated tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Post Withdrawal Disb Tracking: Last Updated tab.


Reviewing Return of Title IV Funds Student Summary


This section discusses how to review the summary student return of TIV funds.


Page Used to Review Return of TIV Funds Student Summary
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Return of TIV Funds
Summary


RTRN_TIV_STU_TRACK Financial Aid,  Return of Title
IV Funds,  Review Summary
of TIV Return


View summary of the
student's return of TIV funds
calculation.
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Reviewing the Summary of Student Return of TIV Funds
Access the Return of TIV Funds Summary page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Review
Summary of TIV Return).


Image: Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Status tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Status tab.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


View Select one of the following:


All: View students with a status of Pending or Complete.


Complete: View students who have completed the Return of
Title IV Funds process.


Pending: View students who are being processed.


Status Tab
Status Indicates the student's overall status of the Return of Title IV


calculation.


Pending: The calculation and the return of Title IV funds are
still in progress.


Complete: The calculation, student notification, and the return
of Title IV funds has occurred.


Go To Worksheets Click to access the Return TIV Aid page.
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Summary Tab
Select the Summary tab.


Image: Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Summary tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Summary tab.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Undetermined Withdrawal Date If the student withdrew unofficially, the system displays this
check box as selected. This information comes from the Return
TIV Aid page. The system displays a date to indicate the
midpoint of the payment period if the student unofficially
withdraws. You can update this field if you want to use a
different withdrawal date. For example, you can use the date the
student last attended an academic-related event if this date was
verified by your institution.


Withdrawal/Cancel Date Displays the last date of recorded attendance, the date the
student began the withdrawal process, the date the student
provided to your school with the intent to withdraw, or the
midpoint of the payment period if the student unofficially
withdraws. The system displays the default date based on the
date that was established in Student Records.
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Calculation Period Tab
Select the Calculation Period tab.


Image: Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Calculation Period tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Calculation
Period tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Period Used for Calculation Displays the time period the system uses to define the start and
end date of the payment period or enrollment period.


Period Start Date Displays the first day of the term or payment period. The system
uses the payment period or enrollment period start date from the
Return of TIV Aid page.


Period End Date Displays the last day of the term or payment period. The system
uses the payment period or enrollment period end date from the
Return of TIV Aid page.


Date Form Completed Displays the date when you calculated the student's withdrawal
percentage and changed the overall status to Complete from the
Return of TIV Aid page.


J. TIV Aid to Disburse Displays the amount of aid the student may be eligible for as
a post-withdrawal disbursement. If the student received less
than his or her eligibility, the system displays the amount to be
disbursed.


Status Displays the status of the post-withdrawal disbursement
calculation for Title IV aid to be disbursed as Pending or
Complete.
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Worksheet Data Tab
Select the Worksheet Data tab.


Image: Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Worksheet Data tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return of TIV Funds Summary page: Worksheet
Data tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


O. Amt. Due From School  (O.
amount due from school)


Displays the amount of aid the institution must return to the
Title IV programs. The institution allocates its share of unearned
funds first.


Status Displays the school's return status of the calculation for the
amount due from the school as Pending or Complete.


Q. Amt. Due From Student  (Q.
amount due from student)


Displays the amount of aid the student must return to the Title
IV programs.


Status Displays the student's return status of the calculation for the
amount due from the student as Pending or Complete.


Generating Return of Title IV Funds Withdrawal Report


This section discusses how to:


• Generate the Return of Title IV Funds Report.


• View career totals.


Pages Used to Generate the Return of Title IV Aid Report
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Return of TIV Funds Report RUN_CNTL_FATIVRTN Financial Aid,  Return of Title
IV Funds,  Return of TIV Aid
Report,  Return of TIV Funds
Report


Generate the Return of Title
IV Funds Withdrawal report.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Totals for Career RUN_CNTL_CARTOLS Click the Totals link on the
Return of TIV Funds Report
page.


View the total number of days
passed for each aging agent
category and view the total
number of students processed.


Generating Return of TIV Funds Report
Access the Return of TIV Funds Report page (Financial Aid,  Return of Title IV Funds,  Return of TIV
Aid Report,  Return of TIV Funds Report).


Image: Return of TIV Funds Report page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Return of TIV Funds Report page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The report displays the most recent withdrawal dates first and the oldest last. The system displays the
information based on how you define your run control options. It includes worksheet calculations, return
of funds by the school and student, institutional charges, and number of days since the withdrawal date.


Active Select to activate the run control for that row.


Report Structured By Select from the following options how the report was structured:


By Date


By Name


By Date Range/Name
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Process Students Select from the following status options.


Completed Withdrawals: Select to view students who have
completed withdrawal worksheets.


New Withdrawals Only: Select to view students who have a
withdrawal date but no withdrawal worksheet records.


New and Pending Withdrawals: Select to view students who
have a withdrawal date, but the withdrawal process is not
complete.


Pending Withdrawals: Select to view students whose Return of
Title IV calculations are not complete.


Process Selected Careers Select to process the report by specific careers. If this check box
is clear, the system processes all careers.


Clock Hour Program Select to view records with a program type by clock hours.


Credit Hour Program Select to view records with a program type by credit hours.


Students 0-10 Days, Students 11-20
Days, Students 21-30 Days,  and 
Students Over 30 Days


Used as an aging agent to indicate how many days have passed
since the institution determined the date of withdrawal.


Total Students Processed Displays the total number of students processed for this report.


Process Instance Displays an increment counting of the last time the process was
run.


Run Date and Time Displays the date and time the process was run.


Refresh Click to refresh the totals after each time you run the process.


Totals Click to view the total number records based on career.


Viewing Career Totals
Access the Totals for Career page (click the Totals link on the Return of TIV Funds Report page).
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